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(57) ABSI'RACT 

A aclf contained fixed rotating disk expansion board 
subsystem may be instaJled and connected at an expan
sion slot location of a host computer. The subsystem 
includes an enclosed head/disk UICIDbly, and circuit 
clements mounted on a printed circuit board which 
includes a connector for connecting to the control, data 
and address buses of the host computer at the expansion 
slot location. The head/disk assembly is mounted to a 
mounting substrate which may be the circuit board or 
which may be a frame to which the circuit board is also 
attached. Input/output routines arc preferably provided 
to enable the host computer to make use of the subsys
tem without software driver modifications in the host 
operating system. 

20 Claims, 31 Drawing Figures 
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MODULAR UNITARY DISK FILE SUBSYSTEM 
storage capacity and random rapid access to any se
lected concentric track containing the stored data. 

Traditionally, disk drives have been bulky and have 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION required multiple separate subparts: an enclosed head 

The present invention relates to rotating disk data S and disk assembly; control electronics for the head and 
storage peripheral equipment for digital computers. disk assembly, usually packaged with the head and disk 
More particularly, the present invention relates to a assembly, a controller for controlling the formatting of 
miniaturized, plug-in rotating fixed disk file subsystem the data storage surface and for thereafter controlling 
module. each data storage (write) and retrieval (read) operation 

REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENTS AND 
PATENT APPLICATIONS 

10 performed by the drive; and an interface, for interfacing 
both the controller and the drive control electronics to 
the host computer, so that its operating system may use 

The following U.S. Patents and co-pending patent the drive effectively as a data storage resource available 
applications are pertinent to the present disclosure: to the computer user. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,396,959 (now U.S. Pat. No. Re. IS Small computer systems, sometimes referred to as 
32,075) for Data Transducer Position Control System "personal computers" and as exemplified by the IBM 
for Ratating Disk Data Storage Equipment; Personal Computer TM, typically provide attachment 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,419,701 for J:?ata T.ransducer Actua- locations and electrical connections for a few accessory 
tor ~trol System for Rotating Disk Data Storage circuit cards. These accessory cards may provide disk 
Eqmpment; . . . . 20 drive controller, video display, modem, additional 

U.S. Pat. ~o. 4,516,177 for Rotating Rig1d Disk Data memory, and other functions. Usually the space allo-
Storage DeVJce; cated for such accessory cards is narrow (one inch 

U.S. patent application Ser. ~o. 06/439,897 filed on across) and elongated. Also, the power supply available 
Nov. 8, 1982 for Aerodynanncally Released Safety for such additional accessories is quite limited 
~tch for Data Transducer ~bly in Rotating Rigid 25 One significant drawback of the traditional ~pproach 
Disk Data Storage Device; now U.S. Pat. No. bas been that the use of separate circuits for the control 
4,538,193; electroni troll d . terti bas led to red 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 06/444,523 filed on danci i ~'try er~ ;_1 ace trol address und 
Nov. 26, 1982, for Improvements in Rotating Disk Data data:; circ~ ' ct highy con ' ~ 
Storage Device· 30 ers, an consequen power consumption 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 06/728,674 filed on levels. These power consumption ~evels have required 
Apr. 25, 1985, for Aerodynamic Latch for Disk File host. comp~ter systems to be des~ to supply the 
Actuator· required higher levels, or have required separate or 

U.S. p~tent application Ser. No. 741,179, filed on the special power ~u~lies to be used. . . 
same date as this application for Optical Encoder As- 35 One other significant drawback of the traditional 
sembly; approach bas ~ the physic:a1 space required u;> house 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 741,178, filed on the the head and disk ~bly, its control electromcs,.the 
same date as this application for Compact Head and controller and the mterface. When separate housmgs 
Disk Assembly· have been employed, significant drawbacks have been 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 741,588, filed on the 40 the clutter presented by the multiple housings and re-
same date as this application for Microprocessor Con· quirement that housings be cabled together with cables 
trolled Rigid Disk File Subsystem; carrying a large number of conducton. Such cablings 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 741,174, filed on the and plugs, extending outside of the housings, are ex-
same date as this application for Improved Optical En- posed and have been known to fail, thereby rendering 
coder. 45 the disk drive subsystem inoperative and useless until 

Disk drives (also known as disk files) have become repaired. Also, multiple housings have complicated the 
standard equipment for storing and retrieving user data portability of small personal computer systems. 
in both large and small digital computer systems. Such Fixed disk drive head and disk assemblies do not lend 
drives have used removable rigid, semi-rigid and flexi- themselves to home or field repairs. The disk drive 
ble disks e.g. coated with magnetic media for storing the so enclosure may only be opened safely for inspection and 
data. Optical data storage techniques are also known. service in a "clean-room" environment. Thus, the ser-

Disk drives of the type employed by the present in- vicing of small fixed disk files usually goes on in the 
vention have also used non-reinovable rotating storage factory or at one or a few central service locations. 
disks in sealed, dust free environments in which the data In light of these and other drawbacks known to those 
transducers fly very close to the storage surface on an 5S slcilled in the art, a hitherto unsolved need bas arisen for 
air cushion or bearing in accordance with what is a fully integrated, highly miniaturized, very low power 
known as "Winchester" technology. These disk drives rotating non removable disk data storage subsystem 
store and retrieve data in concentric data tracks formed module for direct plug-in attachment to and use within 
on the major surfaces of the data storage disk. Such small host computer systems, typically of the "personal 
non-removable or "fixed" disk based drives are able to W or professional computer" (single user) type, without 
store a significant amount of user data on each storage use of any cabling and without any modification of the 
surface, such as five million bytes of user data per stor- host beyond plugging in the modular subsystem. 
age surface. 

By moving the data transducers radially relative to SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION WITII 
the rotating disks with electromagnetic disk actuator 6S OBJECTS 
mechanisms, disk drives are able to gain access to any A general object of the present invention is to minia-
data location within a very short period of time. Thus, turize and to integrate a complete disk file·subsystem 
such drives combine the features of substantial data into a small unitary module for direct plug-in attach-
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ment to and removal from a host computer system in a explosion lines to facilitate illustration of the head and 
manner which overcomes the limitations and draw- disk assembly. 
backs of prior art disk file subsystems. FIG. 4 is an exploded diagrammatic view in pcrspec-

A specific object of the present invention is to pro- tive along a single central axis of explosion of the struc-
vide a miniaturized, fully integrated disk drive subsys- 5 tural elements comprising a compact optical encoder 
tern in a flat, elongated form factor for plug-in attach- subassembly incorporated within the head and disk 
ment to a single user computer so as to occupy a single assembly depicted in FIG. 3. 
accessory jack location provided in the computer for FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic top plan view of the head 
attachment of accessories. and disk assembly depicted in FIG. 3, showing the 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 10 elements thereof in place, except for the upper magnet 
a miniaturized and fully self contained unitary disk file and flux return plate, and certain flexible connection 
subsystem for direct plug-in attachment to a host com- substrates which have been omitted to facilitate clarity 
puter of the single user type without requiring any hard- of explanation and understanding. 
ware modification of the computer. FIG. 6 is a longitudinal view in side elevation and 

One more object of the present invention is to pro- 15 section of the 888embly of FIG. 3 through the axis of 
vide a miniaturized and fully self contained unitary disk rotation of the spindle motor. The section is along the 
file subsystem which ma! be plugged into and used with line 6-6 in FIG. 5. 
a host ~mputer of~ S1Dgle ~ t~ by the ~mputer FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic bottom plan view of the 
user WJ~out ~wnng any special skills or special tools head and disk assembly depicted in FIG. 3. 
for the mstalla~on or for use. . . . . 20 FIGS. IA, and BB are respectively an electronic 

A further object ?f the presen~ mvention IS to pro~de schematic circuit diagram of the three phase, brusbless 
a com~t and ~ffictent electromc conti:ol system.which spindle motor depicted in FIG. 3 and an electronic 
uses a S1Dgle JDJcroprocessor to supervise operations of h ti" · •t dia f dri · •t eeded to th disk fil sc ema c CU'CW gram o a ver CU'CW n 
~ modul~ unitary disk file subsystem for a host com- 25 operate and commuta.te .the b~ess DC spindle mo-

puter incorporating the principles of the present inven- tor; and, a bottom ~r ~de plan view of o~ preferr~ 
tion includes a thin, compact, and enclosed . radially la>'.out of ~ ~ CirCwt module for carrymg the CU'-
movable head and fixed rotating disk assembly. An cwtry d~1cted m FIG. IA. . 
elongated, planar support substrate is provided for FIG. 9 IS an enlarged top plan ~ew of a rotary~-
mounting and supporting the head and disk 888embly 30 ~r element of the the head and disk assembly depicted 
and for mounting, carrying and connecting electronic m FIG. 3. . . . . . . . 
circuit elements for moving the head radially relative to ~G. 10 IS a ~grammatic vtew m side elevation and 
the disk. The electronic circuit elements are provided section of~ portion of. the rotary actuator motor, taken 
for controlling data storage operations for storing and along the ~e 10-10 !-°FIG. 4 .. 
retrieving data from among selected concentric data 35 FIG. 1118 an electrical block diagram of the control 
tracks formed on a data storage surface of the fixed electronics for the disk file subsystem depicted in FIG. 
rotating disk through the head, and for interfacing the 1. . . 
disk file subsystem with the host computer. The support ~GS. 1la through 121 ~ mne sh~ ~f ~wmg 
substrate further includes a connector at a single loca- whi~h ~gether set forth a sm~e electrt~ CirCWt sche-
tion thereon, the connector being provided for obtain- 40 matic ~~ of the electronics ~or the disk file subsys-
ing power, control and data signals from the host com- tc:m depicted m FIG. 1. FIG. UIS a .layout p~ for the 
puter, and for supplying control, status and data signals mne sheets of FIGS. 1la through Ui, and ~plains how 
to the host computer. Thus, the support substrate th~ sheets should !>t: arran~ together ~ order to 
thereby carries and interconnects the subsystem with provtde the overall smgle electrical schematic. 
the host computer as a direct plug-in unit within the 4S FI~S._ 13A, 13B. and l3C ar~ respectively an electri-
housing of the host, without any cabling between the cal CirCWt schematic, a block diagram of a two channel 
host and the subsystem. monolithic read/write and head select circuit and a thin 

These and other objects, advantages and features of film flexible circuit substrate mounted within the head 
the present invention will become more apparent from and disk assembly shown in FIG. 3, and which plugs 
the following detailed description of a preferred em- so into the read and write circuitry depicted in FIG. UA. 
bodiment, presented in conjunction with the accompa- FIG. 14 is a detailed block diagram of the structure of 
nying drawings. a data sequencer included within the circuitry shown in 

FIG. 11. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS FIG. 15 is a detailed block diagram of the structure of 
In the drawings: ss a memory controller included within the circuitry 
FIG. 1 is an exploded isometric and somewhat dia- shown in FIG. 11. 

grammatic view of a compact, modular disk file subsys- FIG. 16 is a detailed block diagram of the structure of 
tem including a mounting frame, the subsystem being in an input/output channel interface included within the 
accordance with the principles of the present invention. circuitry shown in FIG. 11. 

FIG. 2 is an exploded isometric and somewhat dia- 60 FIG. 17 is a detailed schematic and block diagram of 
grammatic view of the subsystem of FIG. 1 wherein a the structure of an analog/digital servo circuit included 
printed circuit substrate is extended and provides the within the circuitry shown in FIG. 3. _ 
mounting substrate for the head and disk assembly. FIG. 18 is a detailed schematic diagram of an optical 

FIG. 3 is a somewhat diagrammatic and exploded encoder circuit carried on the flexible circuit substrate 
view in perspective of an assembly of the elements 65 depicted in FIG. 4. 
comprising the head and disk assembly incorporating FIG. 19 is a detailed schematic and block diagram of 
the principles of the present invention. The elements a data separator element included within the circuitry 
depicted in FIG. 3 have been dispersed along broken shown in FIG. 11. 
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FIG. 20 is a diagram of track formatting folJowed in 

the disk file subsystem depicted in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

the housing 12 as shown in FIGS. 3 and 5, and discussed 
hereinafter in greater detail. Thus, in this preferred 
embodiment the scale 112 is also of limited angular 
displacement, limited to a maximum of approximately 

S thirty degrees of arc (30°). 
As seen in FIGS. 1 and 2 a miniaturized rotating fixed The second part of the encoder 100 is a unitized en-

disk data storage subsystem 5 includes in FIG. 1 a coder structure 114 comprising a light source holder 
printed circuit card 6 carrying substantialJy all of the 116 carrying an LED light source 118 and a mirror 120, 
highly modularized and integrated electronic circuits a photocell array carrier W carrying and aligning a 
required to operate the subsystem 5, and an elongated 10 photocell array 124 and an overlying mask or reticle 
frame 7 (shown in FIG. 1). The printed circuit card may 126, a support bolt 128 having a widened circular head 
be strengthened and elongated and be used as a support- or table top 130 for mounting the light source holder 
ing substrate 6a in lieu of the frame 7, as shown in FIG. 116 and the photocell array carrier 122 and having a 
2. A mounting flange 8 formed as a part of the frame 7 threaded cylindrical shank 132. A wave spring washer 
(FIG. 1), or attached to the circuit card 6A by screws IS 134 is interposed between the shank 132 and an annular 
(FIG. 2), enables the subsystem 5 to be mounted in and machined plateau 136 surrounding a cylindrical opening 
occupy a single accessory slot location of a single user formed through a bottom walJ portion 138 of the bous-
computer, such as the IBM Personal Computer TM , for ing 12. The cylindrical opening is sized to receive the 
example and thereby achieve a direct plug-in electrical shank therethrough in a freely rotating relationship. A 
attachment thereto. 20 locking nut 140 threads onto the shank 132 after it is 

Head and Disk Assembly 10 
passed through the base portion 138 so as to secure the 
bolt 128 and the other elements it carries to the base 

A thin and compact bead and disk assembly 10, de- portion 138. The photocell array 124 includes an upper 
picted in detail in FIGS. 3-10 and discussed hereinafter, pbotocell 124A, a lower photocell 124B, and an AOC 
is attached to the frame 7 (FIG. 1) or to the printed 25 cell 124C located between the two photocells 124A and 
circuit board 6 (FIG. 2) via mounting hardware 9 which 124B. 
provides for some insulation of the assembly 10 from The LED light source bolder 116 is BCCured to the 
physical shocks to the host. support bolt 128 by screws 172 which pus through the 

In FIG. 3, the assembly 10 is shown as including a holder 116, and also through the photocell array carrier 
housing 12, which functions to enclose, align, and/or 30 122 and into threaded openings 194 provided in the 
support alJ of the other elements included as part of the table top 130 of the support bolt 128. as shown in FIG. 
assembly 10. The housing 12 is preferably formed as a 4. 
metal casting, such as of aluminum. The housing 12 may The photocell array carrier 122 includes a central 
also be formed from stock by machining, and may also well 123 in which the photocell array 124 is mounted. A 
be formed by sintering of formed powdered metal, in 35 small printed circuit board 186 is provided adjacent to a 
accordance with known technology. A continuous connection edge of the photocell array 124. Fine wires 
outer peripheral walJ 11 and recesses 13 (FIG. 7) serve are then bonded between connection pads of the array 
to reinforce the housing 12 and also to minimize the 124 and corresponding traces of the circuit board 186. 
amount of material required in its fabrication. The reticle 126 is then directly mounted over the photo-

A cover 14 attaches to the housing 12 via screws 15 40 cel1 array 124 in preciae optical alignment, so that open-
and thereby encloses the interior thereof. A gasket 16 ings in the reticle 126, in cooperation with the radial 
sca1s the interior of the housing 12 from the ambient, microlines 113 of the sca1e 112, enable generation of 
and prevents intrusion of foreign particulate material, polyphasc incremental position electrical signals which 
such as dust, which would interfere with the operation are related to the position of the actuator frame 304 
of the assembly 10. A breather filter 17 enables the 45 relative to the housing 12. 
pressure inside the housing 12 to equalize to exterior The threaded shank 132 of the bolt 128 puses 
ambient. Two ports 18 are provided through the cover through the housing at the location shown in FIGS. 3 
14 to enable the interior to be purged of dust particles and 7. The bolt 128 includes a slot 174 (FIG. 7) which 
during the manufacturing operation. Seals 19 seal the enables the encoder assembly 114 to be rotated during 
two ports 18 after purging. so final assembly and optical alignment in the housing 12. 

A micropore air filter 20 is mounted in one comer 21 The nut 140 enables the assembly 114 to be locked at a 
of the housing 12 and filters internal air to remove any precise height relative to the sca1e, by virtue of com-
particulate contamination during operation. prcssion of the wave spring washer 134. The nut 140 

The head and disk assembly 10 includes three major includes two transverse grooves 176 at its threads. 
elements or subsystems: an optical encoder subassembly SS These grooves 176 enable the nut 140 to be glued effec-
100 described in connection with FIG. 4; a disk. spindle tively to the bolt 128 and to the housing 12 once proper 
and direct drive spindle motor subassembly 200 de- alignment of the encoder and iCale is achieved during 
scribed in connection with FIGS. 3 and 6-8, and a ro- the manufacturing process. 
tary actuator and motor subassembly 300, described in The third part of the subassembly 10 is an electronic 
connection with FIGS. 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9. 60 circuit 142 which is preferably formed of electronic 

Optical Encoder Subassembly 100 
components secured to a flexible film printed circuit 
substrate 144. The substrate 144 is adapted to be placed 

The encoder subassembly 100 includes three major inside the housing 12 adjacent to the encoder subassem-
parts. The first part is a moving scale 112 having alter- bly 100, in a well generalJy designated by the reference 
nating light translucent and opaque radial microlines 65 numeral 154 in FIG. 5. 
113. The scale 112 is mounted on a ledge 302 of a sub- The substrate 144 includes three integral flcxible con-
stantialJy planar rotary actuator frame 304 of limited nection extensions, a first extension 146 enabling con-
angular displacement which is rotatably journalled to nection to the photodetector array 124 via the small 
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circuit board by screws 156 at the locations indicated by 
the broken lead lines in FIG. 4. A second extension 148 
extends to and enables connection of the circuit 142 to 
the LED light source 118, and a third extension 150 
includes a suitable plug 152 for enabling direct overall S 
electrical connection of the subassembly 110 to the disk 
drive control electronics circuit card 6, 6a with which 
the head and disk assembly 10 may be used. This con
nection via the plug 152 is external to the housing 12, 
and the thin film extension 150 passes between the hous- 10 
ing 1l and the gasket 16 to the external connection 
location, with the electrical traces being adjacent to the 
insulating gasket 16 and with the mylar substrate being 
against the lip of the housing 12. 

resistors R4 and RS to ground. A series network of 
resistors R6 and R7, in combination with the current 
put out by the AOC photocell 1l4C controls the cur
rent put out by the operational amplifier UID and actu
ally applied to the LED through the driver transistor 
QI. R6 is adjustable to control quiescent current 
through the LED 118. 

Disk and Spindle Motor Subassembly 200 

The disk and spindle motor subassembly 200 includes 
a very thin and flat direct drive, brushless spindle motor 
l02 which mounts in a well 204 of the housing 12 by 
three screws l05. The screws l05 pass through open
ings in a peripheral flange 206 of the motor l02 which 

Optical Encoder Circuit 142 
JS mates with a machined annular surface 208 adjacent to 

the open well 204. The lower surface of the flange 206 
As depicted schematically in FIG. 18, an integrated and the facing surface 208 of the housing 1l are ma-

circuit Ul contains four operational amplifiers UlA, chined, 80 that the motor l02 is thereby sealed in an 
UlB, UIC and UID. The amplifier UIA is a current to airtight arrangement with the housing ll. 
voltage converter and bas an inverting input connected 20 The motor 202 includes a rotating hub 210 which bas 
to the anode of the upper photocell 124A of the photo- a lower flange 212. A data storage disk 214 mounts over 
detector array 124, and the amplifier UIB is a current to the hub 210 and against the flange 212. The flange 212 
voltage converter having an inverting input connected bas a height adapted to align the data disk 214 properly 
to the anode of the lower photocell ll4B of the array. A within the interior of the housing ll. The disk 214 is 
negative feedback circuit comprising a capacitor C4 2S coated on both major surfaces with a magnetic storage 
and a resistor Rl2 adjusts the frequency response and material such as a ferrous oxide or plating and provides 
gain of the converter UlA, and a similar but adj1Jstable the storage medium of the compact head and disk as-
network of capacitor C3 and series resistors R9 and RIO sembly 10. In the preferred embodiment, the disk bas a 
adjusts the frequency response and gain of the con- diameter of approximately 9S millimeters, and bas the 
verter UlB. The resistor RlO is variable, 80 that the gain 30 capability of easily storing in excess of ten million bytes 
characteristics of UIB may be made the same as those of formatted data. 
for the converter UlA. An airflow generator disk 216, preferably formed of a 

A reference voltage Vref is derived from a 12 V low-mass plastic material, attaches to the top of the hub 
supply bus from the host computer through a network 210 by a single axial locking screw 218. Storage capac-
comprising a series resistor R3 and S.O volt zener diode 3S ity may be doubled by replacing the airflow generator 
CRl. The zener regulated S.O volts is applied to the disk 216 with a second magnetic media data storage disk 
non-inverting input of an operational amplifier UIC. A 215 and by adding additional data tramducers and sup-
resistance network of resistors R2 and Rt provide at a port arms to the rotary actuator assembly 300. A second 
common node a feedbacl path to an inverting input of data storage disk 215 is shown diagramatica.lly in FIG. 
the amplifier UIC and a reference voltage Vref which 40 11. Two opposed peripheral openings l20 through the 
connects to the common cathode substrate of the photo- disk 216 align with two openings 222 on the top of the 
detector array 1l4 via a connector Jl-2. The values of hub 210. A spanner wrench is used to prevent the bub 
the resistors RI and R2 establish the voltage present at 210 from rotating while the screw 218 is tightened. The 
the output of the amplifier UIC. This output voltage is spanner wrench is provided with two pins aligned with 
supplied to two adjustable networks: the first network 4S the openings 220 and 222. The pins pass through the 
comprising the resistors Rl6, R17 and RIB for control- openings l20 and 222 and thereby align the top disk 216 
ling the operation of the converter UlA, and the second and the hub 210 as the screw is locked into place. A 
network comprising the resistors R13, R14 and R15 for spacer 213 between the top disk 216 and the data disk 
controlling the operation of the converter UlB. Resis- 214 locks the data disk 214 against the lower flange 212. 
tors RIB and Rl5 are individually adjustable so that the so The top surface of the spindle motor l02 includes a 
electrical characteristics of the photocells 124A and recessed and shielded region 224, in which an electro-
ll4B respectively may be individually controlled and magnetic shield is placed, in order to prevent contami-
equalized in terms of voltage output over the range of nation of data stored on the lower surface by the elec-
light to dark. These two adjustments RIB and R15 also tromagnetic fields generated inside of the motor 202. 
enable each photocell Ill, 114 of the polypbase encoder S5 As seen in FIG. 5, an aerodynamically released ship-
100 to be trimmed to accomodate the particular gap ping latch 230 is rotatably mounted on a vertical post 
between the scale Ill and the mask 126 without loss of 232 (FIG. 3) in the housing ll. A vane 234 and flag 236 
current amplitude between the maxima of light and dark of the latch 230 are deflected by airflow generated by 
conditions at each photocell. clockwise rotation of the disks 214 and 216. The airflow 

An automatic gain control (AOC) cell 124C of the 60 is sufficient to overcome the force exerted by a bias 
array 124 is connected to an inverting input of an opera- spring (not shown) which urges the latch 230 in a clock-
tional amplifier UID via a connector Jl-31. The non- wise direction. A notch 238 provided in a counter-
inverting input of the amplifier UID is connected to the weight 306 of the rotary actuator 300 is engaged by a 
Vref node. The output of the amplifier UlD is con- finger 240 when there is no rotation of the disks 214 and 
nected to a driver transistor Ql which in turn supplies 6S 216 (and no airflow). This arrangement latches the ro-
current from a S volt bus of the host equipment to the tary actuator 300 into a landing zone position. 
anode of the LED light source 118. The cathode of the When power is removed from the head and disk 
light source is connected through two current limiting assembly, the counter electromotive force generated by 
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bleshooting of .the, circuit carried on the module 260 
ever be required. Also, the cables plug into the circuit 
module 260, enabling it to be removed and replaced 
very easily, without disturbing any other circuitry, and 
without any need to enter the dust-free housing 12. 

rotation of the spindle motor 202 in response to the 
inertia stored in the motor 202, spindle 210 and disks 
214, 216, is automatically applied to the rotary actuator 
300 in order to return the actuator to the landing zone 
position before disk rotation ceases and the aerody- S 
namic latch .230 is no longer deflected by airflow. This 
electronic return spring feature is described hereinafter, Rotary Actuator Subassembly 300 
in connection with the electrical circuit elements. The third major subassembly of the head and disk 

One important requirement for the head and disk assembly is a very flat and thin rotary actuator subas-
assembly 10 is that the spindle 210 be effectively 10 sembly 300, depicted in various levels of detail in FIGS. 
grounded to the frame. Ordinarily, an electrical brush 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10. As already mentioned, the actuator 
makes contact between the spindle shaft and the hous- 300 includes a planar frame 304, preferably formed of 
ing external to the motor. However, such arrangement cast or stamped aluminum. The frame 304 includes four 
adds significantly to the height of the motor and to the regions. The region 302 for supporting the scale 112 of 
overall thickness of the head and disk assembly. Thus, it IS the optical encoder 100 has already been discussed. 
has been discovered that a grounding mechanism 250 A second region of the frame 304 is for aligning and 
(FIG. 6) may be placed entirely within the spindle shaft supporting a triangular electromagnetic coil 307 of a 
252 of the motor 202. single winding 308 whose two ends are connectable at 

The preferred mechanism includes a spring loaded connection pins 310. The coil 307 is wound on a bobbin 
ball or tip 254 inside the hollow spindle shaft 252. The 20 and is then integrally molded to the frame 304 with a 
tip 254 is of conductive material, such as a carbon im- suitable molding compound 311. Regions 312 denote 
pregnated plastic resin material, and it makes direct holes passing through the frame 304 which are filled 
contact with a pad 256 of highly conductive hardened with potting material during the molding process, so 
material such as stainless steel which is fixed and con- that the coil 307 may be precisely aligned both radially 
nected to the stationary enclosure 258 of the motor 202. 25 and in the planar dimension relative to the frame 304. 
The enclosure 258 is grounded to the housing 12 at the A third region of the frame 304 provides a support 
peripheral flange 206 by the screws 205. extension 314 for two arms 316, 31B supporting respec-

One important aspect of the present invention is that tively two oppositely facing .. flying head" data trans-
the electronic circuitry required to drive the multiple ducers 320, 322 which are disposed in proximity to the 
windings of the spindle motor 202 be sinked directly to 30 two major, data storage surfaces of the data disk 214, as 
the housing. The arrangement shown in FIG. 7 makes shown in FIG. 6. During rotation of the disk 214, the 
direct heat sinking of the driving circuitry to the hous- transducers 320, 322 ride or "fly'' upon an m bearing in 
ing 12 possible. In FIG. 7, a small printed circuit mod· very close proximity to the data surface in accordance 
ule 260 plugs into a cable 262 from the motor 202 and with what is known as "Winchester" technology. 
also plugs into the circuit board 6 extemally of the head JS The fourth region of the frame 304, already men-
and disk assembly 10 via a cable 264 disposed in a chan- tioned, supports the counterweight 306, whose mass is 
nel 266 formed in the back of the housing 12. selected to counterbalance the other regions of the 

An integrated circuit motor driver .268 such as type frame 304, and also to cooperate with the acrodynami-
HA 13426 supplied by HITACIU America, Ltd., Chi- cally released shipping latch .230, also previously ex-
cago, Ill. 60006 having its pins connected to the circuit 40 plained. The counterweight 306 is attached to the frame 
board 260 as shown in FIGS. 7 and BA, includes a 304 by screws 309. 
flange 270 which is directly mounted to the back of the The actuator frame 304 includes a central opening 
housing 12 in a well 272 formed in the housing with a 301 which reduces its mass and inertia, and which pro-
sufficient depth from the lower surface profile in order vides a convenient location for a single crash 1top post 
to hold the circuit board 260 and its components (FIG. 4S 313 which is adapted to engage oppositely facing sur-
8B) most of which are located on the underside of the faces 315, 317 formed on the inside walls of the frame 
board 260. Screws 272 secure the heat sink flange 270 of 304 which define the opening 301. The post 313 is press 
the integrated circuit directly to the housing 12 inside fit into a suitable opening 319 in the housing 12. A cylin-
the well 272. drical rubber gasket 321 slips over the post 313 and 

The circuitry for the three phase motor 202 is de- SO dampens the impact of the frame 304 upon the post 313. 
picted in FIG. BA, which indicates that the motor is Y The crash stop post 313, in combination with the arc 
wound and generates three phase commutation signals length between the surfaces 315, 317, limits the dis-
by three Hall effect generators U, V, W responsive to a placement of the actuator 300 to a predetermined maxi-
small permanent magnet disposed in the rotating perma- mum. This limitation of displacement is essential to 
nent magnet in the armature of the motor, u is conven- !IS prevent the transducers from coming off of the data disk 
tionally known and understood. A fourth Hall effect 214, and from crashing into the lower flange 212 of the 
transducer I generates and puts out a once per revolu- spindle hub 210. 
tion index signal which is ultimately supplied to the A rotary actuator spindle includes a fixed shaft 324 
control electronics external to the head and disk assem- mounted upwardly from the housing 12. A washer 326, 
bly 10. 60 a lower bearing 328, a spacer 330, a wave spring washer 

A bottom or inside plan view of the modular circuit 332, an upper bearing 334 and a locking washer 336 and 
board 260 (FIG. SB) indicates one acceptable form of screw 338 all cooperate to provide a freely rotating 
layout for the discrete components on the circuit board journal for the actuator frame 304. These elements are 
260, in which all but two of the discrete components are mounted and contained in an axial cylindrical opening 
mounted between the printed circuit board and the 6S 340 provided through the frame 304 and enable the 
facing bottom wall of the housing 12. This arrangement frame 304 to move across an arc of approximately thirty 
protects these components from physical harm, and it degrees and thereby move the transducers radially 
enables ready attachment of test equipment should trou- across the data surfaces of the data disk 214 so that each 
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of the multiplicity of concentric data tracks formed on The small double sided printed circuit card 6 carries 
each data surface of the disk 214 may thereby be ac- all of the electronics required for the control system of 
cessed by operation of the rotary actuator 300. the present invention (except for the circuits within the 

A lower flux-return magnet plate 350 carrying a head and disk assembly which have already been men-
lower permanent magnet 352 is mounted to the housing S tioned). 
12 by screws 353; and, an upper flux-return magnet The circuit card 6 includes a conventional edge con-
plate 354 carrying an upper permanent magnet 356 is nector region 365 having properly aligned connection 
mounted to the housing 12 by screws 357. As seen in traces 367 for engaging corresponding contact pins of 
FIG. 10, the coil 307 is disposed between the two oppo- an accessory or peripheral circuit card connector of the 
sitely facing permanent magnets 353 and 356. 10 system board o_r mo~er board of the personal com~u!Cr 

Each magnet 352, 354 is magnetized to have two (host system) m which the s~rage subsystem 5 IS m-
regions of pole reversal. The magnetic poles are at the stalled and connec~ solely vra the traces 367 on the 
major surfaces of the magnets 352, 354, and are comple- edge connector region 365. . 
mentary with each other so that a very strong flux . Fo~ plugs 369, 37~, ~73 and 375. are provi~ed on the 
region exists in the gap between the two opposed faces 15 cucwt card for receiving respectively the Jacks 349, 
of the two magnets 352 and 356 (FIG. 10). A polar 152, 353 ~d 3~5, pr~viously descri~. These plugs 
reversal region 358 generally bisects each magnet 352, enable the cttcwtry UlSlde the head and ~ISk ~bly.10 
354. This is so that the effect of the flux on e.g. the left to exte~ to .and be connected to the ~w~ earned 
side (FIG. 10) on the coil 307 with current passing on the cucwt card 6 ~d to be supplied with power 
through its adds to the effect of the flux on e.g. the right 20 from the host system Via the edge connector 365. 
side, since current will be passing through the single Electronics Overview 
winding 308 in one direction only. The following major circuit elements are contained 

Head Select and Amplifier Circuitry on the printed circuit card 6 generally in the positions 
A thin, highly flexible mylar circuit connection film 25 indicated in FIGS. 1 and 2. (These circuit elements arc 

interconnected in accordance with the architectural 
360 is provided for direct connection to the data trans- overview of FIG. 11 and in accordance with the dc-
ducers 320, 322. This elongated, highly flexible an~ tailed connection diagram made up of FIGS. 12a 
durable conn~or ~ ~ extends f~m ~ larger flexi- through 12i. as arranged and read together in accor-
ble mylar prmted cttcwt 362 which IS prcfera?ly 30 dance with the FIG. 12 layout plan. 
mounted on the upper flux return plate 354 and which 
carries some of the read and write drive circuitry and Microcomputer 381 and Program Memory 383 
head select circuitry required for operating the trans- A single programmed, sequential state monolithic 
ducers 320, 322. A plan view of the circuit 362 is de- microcomputer 381, sometimes referred to as a "micro-
picted as FIG. 13C. A connection extension 364 for the 35 processor", provides overall control of the subsystem 5. 
mylar circuit 362 extends outwardly from the drive The microcomputer 381 is preferably a type 7810, man-
between the gasket 16 and the upper face of the periph- ufactured by NEC Corporation, of Japan, or equivalent. 
eral wall 11.along ~e same lineal edge .thereof as passes The microcomputer 381 includes a single central pro-
thc connection portion 1~ for .the _op~cal encodci: su~ cessing unit (CPU) and a single arithmetic logic unit 
assembly 100. The elC:Ctrical CU'CW~ ~gram. of CU'CWt 40 (ALU), as well as other internal supporting architec-
elcm~ts ~d connections for the ~t carn_ed. b)'. the turc. It executes only one instruction at a time. 
film IS d~1~ted FIG. ~3A. ~crcm, a mo_nolithic mte- The type 7810 is a single chip, five volt, eight bit 
grated rucwt 366 provides a ~ c~cl (su: ~ead trans- microcomputer including an internal analog to digital 
ducer) head select and amplification function (FIG. converter having eight multiplex-selectable analog in-
13B). Only two head select channels, H4 and H5, are 45 puts. The analog to digital converter operates continu-
active in selecting between the heads 320. 322 of the ously by converting whatever voltage appears at a sc-
subsytem 5 (see FIG. 13a); if an additional data storage lected input into a digital value which may be read at 
disk 215 is used, then four channels are active in the any time by the microcomputer 381 under program 
head select operation. This circuits 366, is preferably a control. 
type SSI 117, made by Silicon Systems Incorporated, or so The microcomputer 381 also includes a 2S6 by eight 
equivalent. bit RAM, multifunctional timer/event counters, general 

Circuit Card 6 purpose serial and parallel interfaces and input/output 
ports, and maskable and non-maskable interrupt capa-

Four flexible circuit substrates extend from the head bility. The microcomputer 381 may also control exter-
and disk assembly 10. These substrates may be conduc- SS nal memory directly, and requires an external program 
tive traces formed upon thin, flexible mylar film, or they memory for containing the instructions which it is to 
may be thin and flat wire cables. In any event, one leads execute in carrying out the supervisory functions of the 
to a jack 349 for connecting internal head read/write control system of the present invention. Each instruc-
electronics with an external read/write channel, an- tion cycle requires one microsecond, and the basic 
other leads to the jack 152 for connecting the optical 60 clocking frequency for the microcomputer 381 is 12 
encoder subassembly 100 with an external analog/digi- MHz. The software controlled functions of the mi-
tal servo clement, another leads to a jack 353 for con- crocomputer 381 are discussed in greater detail subsc--
necting the spindle motor control module 260 with the quently herein. 
circuit board 6 circuitry, and a final one 355 leads from The microcomputer 381 utilizes a multiplexed bus 
the coil 307 of the rotary head positioning actuator 300 65 structure, so that the same electrical lines may carry 
within the head and disk assembly 20 to external drive both address information and data information, at dif-
clectronics, being part of the analog/digital servo cle- ferent times. These times alternate, so that in one ma-
ment. chine cycle, a bus may be carrying addressing informa-
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tion, and at the next cyc1e, the same bus may be carrying 
data information, and so forth. 

The 256 byte random access memory within the mi
crocomputer 381 is used as a stack and provides al] of 
the general purpose registers required for operations of .5 

data storage major surface of the data storage disk 214. 
The servo circuit 385 is described hereinafter in greater 
detail in connection with FIG. 17. 

Storage Disk 214 

the microcomputer. The disk 214 (and 215 in a 20 megabyte version of the 
An eight kilobyte externaJ read only program mem- subsystem 5) includes two major data storage surfaces 

ory 383 is connected to the microcomputer 381, and it 214a and 214b coated with a suitabJe magnetic data 
contains the instructions which the microcomputer 381 storage material. Each data storage surface provides 
wi11 execute during operations of the disk file subsystem 10 storage room for a muJtiplicity of concentric data stor-
331. These instructions are presented as a listing at the age tracks, there being some 612 Jogical tracks availab]e 
end of this specification. per data surface. Some 24 additional spare tracks are 

The microcomputer 381 is the heart of the control provided at the outer periphery of the disk surface 214a. 
system and has two overall tasks: it supervises and con- 214b to be used in place of tracks having media defects 
trols radial head position via an electromagnetic voice 1.5 so that the first tracks required by the host's operating 
coil actuator 300 of the head and disk assembly 10 via system for directory purposes wiJI be free of defects, 
servo control loops, and it responds to commands from and thereby be reliable in all cases. 
the host computer system by initiating and monitoring An inner landing zone region LZ is provided so that 
transfers of blocks of data to and from the host and the the ferrite slider head 320, 322 comes into actual contact 
disk data storage surfaces via the controller/interface. 20 with its underlying data surface 214a. 214b, and subjects 

It is important to remember that throughout the data it to pomble abrasion only in the landing zone region 
read/write operations and data transfer operations the LZ. Bach concentric data track nominally holds ap-
microcomputer 381 is monitoring the progress of such proximately 10,416 bytes, and is divided into eighteen 
operations and it is simultaneously controlling the track data sectors, seventeen of them being for storage of 
foUowing head position servo loop so that it is tightly 2.5 useful data and one of them being held in reserve in the 
servoing the heads 320, 322 at the centerline of the track event that a media defect renders any one of the other 
at which data is being read or being written. seventeen unusable. Bach data sector contains approxi-

. . . . mately 568 bytes, including 512 bytes of useful data and 
Track Pos1tiomng and Followmg Servos the remainder being sector address headers, error cor-

The subsystem servo performs two functions: First, it 30 rection, speed tolerance gap fillers, etc. 
must hold read/write data transducer heads in align- An index marker 399, generated by motor driver 
ment with the centerline of each data track during track circuitry 260 controlling the spindJe motor 202, marks 
foUowing operations. Second, it must be able to per- the location in time for a narrow, approximately 200 
form track seeking operations which cause the heads microsecond, 130 byte wide, single servo sector 401 
320, 322 to- be moved rapidly and accurately from a 3.5 prerecorded with track centerline information for each 
known departure track location to a desired destination data track upon one or more data storage surfaces 214a. 
track Jocation. All servo operations are controlled and 214b of the disk 214. 
supervised by the microcomputer 381 which controls The disk 214 rotates at a substantially constant angu-
the current which passes through the coil 308 of the lar velocity, and the time period for each revolution is 
voice coil actuator 300. 40 nominally 16.67 milliseconds. The motor driver cir-

An analog/digital servo circuit 385 is connected to cuitry is illustrated in FIG. IA and includes an inte-
the microcomputer 381, and the circuit 385 provides grated circuit motor driver, such as type HA 13426, 
circuit elements which are required to carry out servo provided by Hitachi America, Ltd., 707 W. Algonguin 
control loop functions in data track seeking and track Road, Arlington Heights, m. 60006, or equivalent. This 
following operations of the head and disk assembly. 45 integrated circuit includes a flange which is directly 
This monolithic circuit 385 is explained in greater detail mounted to the base casting 12 for the bead and disk 
in conjunction with FIG. 18 hereinafter. assembly 10. The spindJe motor 202 is Y wound and it 

The optical encoder assembly 100, previously de- generates three phase commutation signals by Hall cf. 
scribed, responds to relative light levels indicative of feet transducers U, V and W responsive to a small per-
position of the scale 112 and converts the light levels 50 manent magnet in the armature of the motor 202, which 
into two phase signals Pl and P2 which are in phase are used by the integrated circuit to generate the neces-
quadrature. These phase signals are converted to volt- sary phases to drive the motor 103, as is conventionally 
ages by the current to voltage Converters UtA and UlB known and understood. 
of the assembly 142 and are then supplied to the analog A fourth Hall effect transducer I generates and puts 
to digital converter within the microcomputer 381, via .5.5 out a once per revolution index signal on an index line. 
the analog/digital servo chip 385. The circuitry of the The microcomputer 381 moniton the index line from 
encoder is set forth and discussed herein in greater the motor control 105 and times the interval between 
detail in conjunction with FIG. 18. each index marker 99 to be sure that the disk 96 is rotat-

The analog/servo chip 385 and related circuitry con- ing at proper angular velocity, and it takes the subsys-
verts digital position values to driving currents and 60 tem 31 out of service in the event that disk rotation is 
applies these currents through driving circuitry 390 to a determined to be improper. 
winding 308 of the rotary actuator 300, symbolized in Two radially offset, time staggered bursts are pro-
FIG. 11 by the broken line carrying reference numeral vided for each concentric data track within the servo 
300 and interconnecting a symbolic data transducer sector 401. The transducer 320 reads the first bunt and 
head 320, and the moving scale 112. The direction and 6.5 its amplitude value is sampled and sent to and digitized 
magnitude of current passing through the coil 308 de- by the microcomputer 381. The transducer 320 then 
termines the direction and velocity of the head 320 in reads the second bunt and its amplitude value is sam-
moving among concentric data tracks formed on the pied and sent to and digitized by the microcomputer 
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381. Differences in the digitized amplitude values are 
used by the microcomputer 382 to calculate centerline 
offset correction values which are stored and combined 
with a digitized phase value and sent to the coil 308 in 
order to maintain the head 320 in centerline alignment 
with each track during track following operations. 

The 612 tracks are divided into five contiguous zones, 
there being four zones of 128 tracks each and one zone 

Read/Write Channel 

The overall read/write channel includes a head select 
and preamp circuit 366 which is carried on the flexible 

S circuit substrate 362 within the head and disk assembly 
10 and which is described herein in connection with 
FIGS. 13A, 13B, and 13C. The channel also includes 
read/write electronics 409 schematically illustrated in 
FIG. 12A, and a data separator 411. The data separator 

10 411 encodes and decodes the data bits to and from an 
encoding format, such as 2, 7 code, which is used in the 
actual record and playback process on the disk 214. The 
data separator 411 is described further in connection 
with FIG. 19. 

of 100 tracks each. Track centerline data is acquired and 
stored for the tracks of each zone, and this data is used 
for initial correction whenever the actuator has placed 
the head 320, 322 at a track within the zone. A zone 
timer is set for each zone, and times out after a predeter
mined interval, requiring that new centerline informa- IS 
tion for the zone be obtained before read/write opera- Controller/Interface 
tions will be permitted. These architectural features and The controller/interface of the control electronics 
operations of the fine servo loop and track zones are for the disk file subsystem 5 includes a programmable 
explained in further detail in the referenced U.S. Pat. data sequencer 413 having its own data sequencer ran-
Nos. 4,396,959, 4,419,701 and 4,516,177, the disclosures 20 dom access memory 415, a memory controller 417, an 
of which are hereby incorporated by reference into the input/output data random access memory 421 ad-
specification at this location. dressed by the memory controller 417 and temporarily 

. . storing data from the data sequencer 413 from an input-
Blectroruc Return Spnog 400 /output channel interface 419. 

The aerodynamically released spring biased shipping 2S A BIOS (basic input/output system) read only mem-
latch 230, already described structurally above, is de- ory 423 is associated with the input/output channel 
fleeted by airflow generated by rotation of the disk 214. interface 419, and it contains basic input output pro-
This latch 230 includes a member which engages the gram routines which are~ and_ executed ~tly 
rotary actuator 300, thereby locking the heads 320, 322 by the host CPU whenever &ts operating system wuhes 
at landing zone positions over the landing zone LZ 30 to make use _of the su~ystem 5. A~y, the BIOS 
whenever disk rotation is insufficient to generate an air memory 4~ 18 _not n:'I~ for operation of th~ subsys-
bearin ffect hi h th heads .. fl ,, (" tem 5, and ats mclUS&on lS a matter of convemence for 

g ~ upon w c . e Y m accor- the user, thereby enabling the subsystem 5 to be plugged 
dance with well-known Wmchester technology). directly into a personal computer host system without 

In order to be sure that ~e actuator 300 returns ~e 35 requiring the user to add any software driver routines to 
heads 320, 322 to the landing zone LZ, an electromc the operating system which are needed in order to use 
~urn ~rin~, symbolized by the switch 400 in_ FIG. 11 the subsystem 5. 
JS provaded m the subsystem 5. When power lS lost or The BIOS memory 423 may also include a collection 
intentionally removed from the subsystem 5, this fact is of error and status condition routines which are used by 
sensed, and the operation of the spindle motor 202 is 40 the operating system of the host system to determine 
reversed: i.e. it becomes a generator, and the electrical and indicate to the user the status and/or error condi-
energy it genera~ due to the kinetic energy stored in tion of the disk file subsystem 5 from time to time. An 
the rotating disk 114, is switched to the coil 308 of the eight bit tri-state bus driver 425 is interposed in a data 
rotary actuator 300. So long as there is disk rotation, the bus between the BIOS ROM 423 and the input/output 
electrical energy generated thereby is sufficient to re- 45 channel interface 419 and edge connector 365 so that 
turn the head to the inner landing zone LZ of the disk the BIOS program routines from the ROM 423 may be 
214 and keep it thre so that the spring-biased latch 230 transferred via the host bus ~ the host CPU and exe-
reengages the actuator 300 and thereby retains the cuted whenever the operating system addresses the 
heads 320, 3ll at their inner landing zones LZ. The BIOS memory 423. 
dynamics of the latch 230 and the electronic spring 50 System Buses 
return 400 are designed so that the heads 320, 322 are . 
returned to the landing zones .LZ in good time before . A ~ntrol bus _431 extends throu~out ~e pnoted 
the latch 230 reengages. carcm.t card_6.1:bis bus, shown s~bolicallr m FIG. 11 

Further details of the aerod · c shi · latch 98 ~ a smgle line, lS actually many different lines. No~ all 
. ynama . ppmg SS lines extend to all elements. For purposes of convention, 

are ~t ~orth m the referenced co-pending U.S. patent unless a bus line is a data bus or an address bus, it is 
application Ser .. No. 06n28,67~, fil~ on Apr. 29, 1985, considered to be a control bus line. Thus, the data and 
for Aerodynamac Latch for Disk File Actuator. address buses shown symbolically in FIG 11 for ease of 

A significant _feature provided by the com~tion of understanding and in more detail in FIGS. 12A, UB, 
the_ aerod~c latch. 230 and the_ electroruc return 60 1lC, and 12D, defme by omission each of the lines 
spnog 400 JS _that the baas ~orce applied ~ the actua~r making up the overall control bus. 
by a conventional mechanical return sprmg (and which Ao eight bit undirected data bus 433 enables the mi-
must be continuously overcome during disk file opera- crocomputer 381 to send digital actuator control values 
tion) is eliminated completely. This means that the actu- to the analog servo chip 385. Digital data passes over 
ator 300 operates with significantly less power con- 6S the bus 433 from the microcomputer 381 to the analog 
sum.ption, a consideration to be made when drawing all servo 385 wherein it is converted to analog values and 
of the power for the subsystem 5 from the accessory sent to control the position of the rotary actuator 300 
socket of the personal computer host system. during track seeking and following ?J>Cllltioos. 
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An eight bit time multiplexed data and address bus buffer memory 421 to which the data is to be transferred 

435 interconnects the microcomputer 381, the program via the addreS$ bus 445. 
memory 383, the data sequencer 413 and the memory A disk interface block 469 provides logic to generate 
controller 417. and receive control signals such as read gate, write gate, 

A six high order bit (A8-A13) address bus 437 inter- S address mark enable, etc., and it also passes the serial 
connects the microcomputer 381 and the program data to and from the disk via the data separator 411 and 
memory 383. The low order eight address bits (AO-A7) the read/write circuits 409 and 407. 
for the program memory 383 are sent by the microcom- A microprocessor interface 471 enables the mi-
puter 81 over the data/address bus 435 during address crocomputer 381 to read and write the internal control 
time to the memory controller 417 where they are 10 registers of the block 461 to control operations of the 
latched and held in order to be sent over an address bus sequencer 413 and to monitor its status. 
439 to address the program memory 385. An interface 473 to the external random access mem-

A five bit address bus 441 and an eight bit data bus ory 415, via the address bus 441 and the data bus 443 
443 interconnect the data sequencer 413 and its dedi- provides access to 32 format parameter registers. These 
cated small random access memory 415, which stores at 15 format parameter registers specify the size and content 
most only 32 bytes. of the fields within each data sector on the disk. There 

The input/output random access memory 421 is ad- are two re~ters for ~h field. One specifies then~-
dressed via an eleven bit address bus 445 from the mem- ber of bytes m the partic~ fi~ld, and the other Spccl-

ory controller 417, while an eight bit data bus 447 con- fies the ac~. v~ue contam~ J? that field. 
nects the data sequencer 413 and the input/output chan- 20 A monolithic mtegrated Cll'cwt, product code ~MTI 
nel interface 419 with the buffer memory 421. The PFM S~ ~le Data Sequencer, available 
buffer memory 421 provides temporary input/output from Scientifi~ M1~osys~ Inc., 3~9 N. Bernardo 
data stora e and functions as a sector buffer holding a Ave., Mo~tam Vic~, Calif. 94043, 15 the presently 

. g . '. preferred unplementation of the data sequencer 413. 
maxunum ?f two sectors of ~ta which are m the pro- 25 The function of the data sequencer 413 is to monitor 
cess of bemg stored or retrieved from a data surface the serial data str · from th data separato 
214a or ~14b of ~c disk.214, in addition to all status and 411 in order to l= ~ scc:Or of a track a~ 
control information which passes between the host and which data is to be transferred. Once a sector address 
the su~ystem ~· coming in from the data surface is determined by the 

A thirteen bit address bus 449 extends betwec:n the 30 sequencer 413 to correspond with the correct sector 
edge connector 365, the BIOS ROM 423 and the mput- identification, data read or write operations are then 
/output channel interface 419; ~an ~t bit data bus carried out. 
connects the BIOS ROM 423 with the mterface 419 and In the case of a read operation, the sequencer trans-
edge connector 365 via the tri state bus driver 425. fers the data from the correctly identified disk sector 

Data Sequencer 413 35 (512 bytes) to the sector buffer 421 where it may then be 
passed through the interface to the host. In the case of 

The data sequencer 413 is a monolithic large scale a write operation, the sequence transfers 512 bytes of 
integrated circuit ~taining seven internal ~ctional data from the host (stored in the sector buffer 421) 
bloeks, as shown m FIG. 14. These blocks mcludc a through the write path and into the data region of the 
registers/control logic block 461. This block 461 con- 40 properly identified sector in the correct track on the 
tains 32 eight bit internal control registers and associ- selected disk surface 214. 
ated control logic. The registers may be individually The sequencer 413 is preprogrammed to carry out 
written to initialize the paramaters that control data these transfers on a single sector basis. The microcom-
trans~er, and individ~y read ~y the ~ocomputer puter 381 commands the actuator 300 to servo on track 
381 m order to obtain ~tatus ~ormation a'?<>ut sc- 4S while waiting until the sequencer has completed its 
q~enccr co~d execution. ~ bl~k 461 mcludes operation before it executes any other commands. Once 
disk address repters for stonng cylinder, head and the transfer of a sector of data is completed, a comple-
sector identification data, status, etc., for the data block ti.on signal is sent by the sequencer to the microcom-
to be handled. The microcomputer 381 issues com- puter 381. The microcomputer 381 then checks status 
mands to the sequencer 413 by writing to these regis- so registers within the sequencer 413 to be sure that no 
ters. errors have occurred. In the case of a data read opera-

An error correction code/cyclic redundancy check tion, the microcomputer 381 then programs the mem-
logic block 436 generates and checks error correction ory controller 417 to transfer the 512 bytes of data from 
code (ECC) or cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bytes the buffer 421 through the interface 419 to the host. The 
appended to the data and identification fields respec- SS microcomputer 381 then continues to servo on track 
tively of each sector. This block enables use of either a while waiting for that transfer to be completed succcss-
standard CCITI 16 polynominal CRC or a program- fully. 
mablc ECC. The particular polynomial may be up to 64 
bits long and is determined at initialization time by val- Memory Controller 417 
ucs written into the registers/control block 461. 60 The memory controller 417 is a low power mono-

A serial/parallel conversion block 465 enables paral- lithic integrated circuit for managing the flow of data 
lel data from the host to be serialized for the disk. This between the data sequencer 413 and the buffer memory 
logic is implemented with high speed shift registers 421, and between the buffer memory 421 and the inter-
which effect the necessary format translation between face 419 and host computer. It controls the transfer of 
parallel and serial data. 65 512 byte blocks of user data stored on and retrieved 

A host interface block 467 connects the sequencer to from the selected data surface 214, and it also controls 
the buffer memory 421 via the data bus 447. The DMA the transfer of command and status bytes to and from 
memory controller 417 provides the addresses in the the microcomputer 381. Fundamentally, the function of 
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the memory controJler 417 is to generate addresses respond), these bytes are then transferred to the mi-
which are sent to the buffer memory 421 via the address crocomputer 381. 
bus 445. It also resolves service request contentions There is no data path directly between the microcom-
during multiple block data transfers between the host puter 381 and the buffer memory 421. In order for the 
and the subsystem 5, when data blocks are being moved S microcomputer 381 to receive command bytes and to 
through the buffer 421. send out status bytes to the host via the buffer memory 

Three channels of the memory controller 417 are 421, it is necessary that such bytes pass through the data 
used by the subsystem 5, and word count registers and sequencer 413. In order to write a byte to the buffer 
address registers are provided internally for each of the memory 421, the microcomputer 381 sets up _the third 
channels. The microcomputer 381 programs the con- 10 channel of the memory controlJer.417 for wn~g to the 
troller with the address from or to which data is to be address of the buffer 421 to which the byte IS to be 
transferred, the number of bytes to be transferred, and written .. Then, the mi".1'~mputer 381 writes the byte 
the direction of the transfer. With these parameters to a rep~ address within the. data sequencer 413, and 
loaded into the controller 417 it then executes the trans- the byte IS thereupon automatically transferred to one 
fer. ' lS buffer address by coordinated automatic action of the 

FIG. 15 sets forth a conceptural diagram of the struc- sequencer 413 an~ the controlJer 417. A similar, but 
ture of the memory controller 417. Inside the memory 2-step procedure IS f<?llowed 1? move a byte of data 
controller 417 a registers and control logic block 475 from the buffer ~21 mto the mternal random .access 
contains the write and read registers for each channel. memory ?f the nncrocomputer 381. A pref~ IS used 
The write registers may be individualJy written in order 20 after setting up the controller ~17 by the microcom-
to initialize the parameters that control data transfer. puter 381. to place the first byte mto the sequencer 413. 
Read registers arc available and may be individualJy A fetch IS ~en used to mov~ ~e byte from the se-
read by the microcomputer 381 in order to obtain status quencer 413 mto the processor 5 mternal random ~ 
· ., ti' bo t data bl k t d .._ memory. Fetches are then used to transfer al1 remammg m1orma on a u oc movemen comman ex .... - 2c bytes f th . ., o e sequence. 
cut:ton. The memory controlJer 417 passes data back and 

An address generator 477 genera~ and puts out forth with the host on a byte by byte handshake basis. 
addresses to the buffer memory 421 via the address bus Once a block of data, usual1y a s 12 byte sector amount, 
445. The_se ad_dressess locate the data to be transl~ has been passed successfully, completion of the transfer 
to the disk via the data ~uencer 413 ?r to the nn- 30 is signalled to the microcomputer 381. 
crocomputer 381 or to the mput/output mterface 419. The host computer normalJy handles data block 
In the event of a bl<><:k transfer. the address generator transfers from and to the subsystem 5 on a direct mem-
477 operates automatically to mcrement the address ory access basis wherein after the six command bytes 
value 1? point to the next location in the buffer ~21 until have been passed to the subsystem 5, the host central 
the entire block of data for the selected sector IS trans- 35 processing unit (CPU) relinquishes the data bus and 
ferred. data is directly transferred into the active memory of 

A data sequencer interface 479 connects the registers the host under the control of a host memory controller. 
and control logic block 475 with appropriate control Byte-by-byte data transfers are used between the stor-
lines of the data sequencer 413 via the system control age subsystem 5 and the host for command and status 
bus 431.. . . 40 bytes on a programmed input/output basis, wherein 

A mtcroprocessor mterface 481 enables the nn- such bytes pass through the accumulator register of the 
crocomputer ~1 to ~ status regist~ and to write host. Such transfers may be used for data blocks but 
the control repters m order to morutor and con~I would take far more time and greatly impair the speed 
block data ~fers. The memory controller 417 also as advantages normalJy associated with rigid disk data 
used to demultiplex (latch) program addresses for the 4S storage devices. 
program memory 383 from the address/data bus 435, 
and these addresses, initiated under the control of the Input/Output Channel Interface 419 
microprocessor 381, are applied to the program mem- The input/output channel interface 419 is imple-
ory via the interface 481 and the address bus 439. mented as a special purpose low power VLSI mono-

FinalJy, an input/output interface 483 enables the so lithic circuit. This circuit 419 provides al1 of the cir-
memory controller 417 to control the operations of the cuitry necessary for interfacing the controller elements 
input/output channel interface 419. 413, 417, 381 and related circuitry of the Winchester 

A monolithic integrated circuit, product code OMTI disk subsystem 5 to the input/output channel bus of a 
PFM 5060 Four Channel Memory Controller, available selected host computer, such as the IBM Personal Com-
from Scientific Microsystems, Inc., 399 N. Bernardo SS puter TM • The circuit 419 provides a buffered data path 
Avenue, Mountain View, Calif. 94043 is the present to the host input/output channel, and it provides ad-
preferred implementation of the memory controller dress decoding for access to eight host input/output 
417. address ports, address decoding for access to the exter-

The memory controller 417 is preprogrammed to nal BIOS memory 423 via the buses 449 and 451, and 
control the transfer of information, i.e. both data blocks 60 circuitry for control of host bus interrupts and OMA 
and command and status bytes between the subsystem 5 transfers. 
and the host system. In this regard, the controller 417 As seen in FIG. 16, the circuit 419 includes a port 
handles and coordinates the passing of data blocks and address decode block 485 which decodes address lines 
control and status bytes back and forth across the inter- AO-A9 from the host 1/0 channel in order to enable 
face 419 with the host system. Once a sequence of con- 65 selection of eight input/output ports: four write ports 
trol bytes has been received from the host, (typically six and four read ports (of which only three are used). Two 
successive bytes sent to one of four predetermined logi- user accessible address select input pins -CNT A and 
cal ports to which the subsystem is programmed to -CNTB are provided to change the address range of the 
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host's input/output ports to enable the use of multiple actuator assembly 300 is controlled by the microcom-
storage subsystems 5 in the same host personal com- puter 381 which monitors coarse position information 
puter. generated by the optical encoder assembly 100 and by 

A BIOS memory address decode block 487 decodes the fine position information derived from the single 
address lines A13 through A19 from the host VO chan- S servo sector 101 via the read and write channel. 
nel to give a ROM select signal -ROMSEL for enabling FIG. 17 diagrams the circuitry of the servo circuit 
reading of the external BIOS memory 423. An address 385 within its environment of the microcomputer 381, 
select input pin -RADR is provided to change the ad- optical encoder 100, and rotor coil 308. 
dress range of the BIOS memory 423. An input pin Beginning with the eight bit servo data bus 433 from 
-ROMDIS is also provided to disable decoding of the 10 the microcomputer 381, digital data enters an eight bit 
BIOS address entirely. digital to analog converter 501. The digital to analog 

A control logic block 489 contains logic circuitry to converter is a switch-capacitor design and uses a 10 
control the host input/output port register reads and MHz clocking signal which is supplied over a line 503. 
writes, data block transfers to and from the host and The analog output from the DAC 501 is buffered in an 
interrupts sent to the host. This block includes two ts operational amplifier DAC buffer 505 and then passes 
internal flip-flops which control whether the host will through an external phase lead filter 507 which provides 
be interrupted at the completion of a command. and also servo loop phase compensation in combination with an 
whether the transfer of data to the host will be by direct internal track following servo amplifier 509. A switch-
memory access through a host memory controller, or ing circuit 513 operating in response to a signal from the 
not. These bits are set by bits DO and Dt of a control 20 microcomputer 381 via a servo off control line 517 
word written by the host into one of the write ports of enables current to be removed entirely from the rotor 
the control logic block, and control the logic levels on coil 308 under the control of the microcomputer 381. 
an interrupt request line IRQ and a data memory re- Two external driver amplifiers 519 and 52t are used 
quest line DRQ extending to the host. A data acknowl- to drive current through the coil 308. A voltage output 
edge signal -DACK is received into the control logic 2S of the amplifier 509 is applied directly to the non-invert-
block 498 from the host to indicate receipt of a data byte ing input of the amplifier 519 and is applied to one end 
and thereby signal the readiness of the host to receive of a voltage dividing network comprising resistors bav-
another data byte. ing a two to one resistance ratio. A common node of the 

A 3:1 Multiplex/Driver block 491 enables one of network is connected to the non-inverting input of the 
three different host input/output read ports to be read 30 amplifier 521. The network is also connected at its other 
on the host input/output channel by the host. These lower resistance end to a six volt reference voltage, so 
ports include an output data buffer 493 (Port 0) which the actual voltage between three and nine volts put out 
latches data on the bus 447 from the buffer memory 421 to the amplifier 519 is proportioned about the reference 
and puts out the data to the host through the block 491 voltage when it reaches the input of the amplifier 521. 
and the data bus 451 on a byte-by-byte handshake basis. JS For example, when a three volt potential is applied to 
The multiplex/driver block 491 also selects a hardware the amplifier 519, three volts appears at its output. At 
status register (Port I) located in the control logic 489 the same time a four volt potential appears at the input 
which thereupon indicates to the host the state of the and output of the amplifier 521. A one volt difference is 
various control signals inside of the input/output circuit then present across a ten ohm sense resistor 523. A one 
419, and also a drive type register (Port 2), also within 40 volt drop across the 10 ohm resistor 523 creates a cur-
the control logic 489, which enables the host computer rent flow of 100 milliamps which passes through the 
to read the value of four inputs which specify the type rotor coil 308 from up to down in FIG. 17, and causes 
of disk drive in use. Although a fourth read port (Port it to move the actuator assembly 300. When the voltage 
3) is available, it is not used by the subsystem 5. An at the input of the amplifier 519 is e.g. nine volts, only 
input data buffer 495 latches data on the bus 451 from 4S eight volts appears across the amplifier 521, causing a 
the host and puts out data to the buffer memory 421 on 100 ma current in the opposite direction to flow. 
the bus 447 on a byte by byte handshake transfer basis. The voltage drop across the resistor 523 is sensed by 

S C
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385 
both amplifiers 519 and 521 at inverting inputs thereof, 

ervo ll'CUlt and is used, in combination with the control voltage 
A low power monolithic analog and digital inte- so applied to the non-inverting inputs, to control the mag-

grated circuit 385 is provided for the analog/digital nitude and direction of current passing through the coil 
servo circuit. Its internal architecture is depicted in 308. The driving amplifiers 5t9, 521 supply a maximum 
FIG. 17. This chip 385 includes the circuitry required to of approximately 100 milliamperes to the coil 308, in 
carry out digital to analog conversions to provide con- either direction of current flow. 
trol current to the actuator power drivers 519, 52t for SS The two current to voltage converters 525 and 527 in 
track following and seeking operations. The servo cir- the optical encoder subassembly 100 convert the light-
cuit 385 also performs a peak detection function upon induced phase currents Pt nd P2 into analog voltage. 
the read signal immediately following the index marker Outputs from these converters 525 and 527 (UIA and 
399 when the head 320, or 322 reads the servo bursts. UIB in FIG. 18) enter the microcomputer 381 analog to 
The peak detection function enables the microcomputer 60 digital conversion ports and also enter the servo circuit 
381 to determine track centerline information from the 385, as shown in both FIGS. 11 and 17. Two compara-
radially offset, time staggered servo bursts. tors 529, 531 in the circuit 385 monitor the Pt and P2 

The servo functions are carried out by sending an voltages and develop digital track crossing signals 
analog direct current through the rotor coil 308 of the which are returned to the microcomputer via two in-
moving actuator assembly 300. The direction (polarity) 6S verting amplifiers 533, 535, also inside the circuit 385. 
of the current passing through the coil determines the By generating the digital track crossing signals, the 
direction, whether in or out radially on the disk, of head microcomputer 38t is able to monitor coarse head posi-
movement. The electromagnetic motion of the head tion during track seeking operations more efficiently 
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than if it had to convert the Pl and Pl signals to digital being recorded on the media as a series of magnetic flux 
values first. transitions, due to constraints peculiar to magnetic re-

A voltage reference element 537 provides a reference cording phenomena. One suitable format is 2, 7 code, 
voltage to appropriate nodes of the circuit elements and the data separator 411 handles the code conversion. 
within the chip 385 as shown in FIG. 10. A six volt 5 The monolithic data separator circuit 411 as shown in 
buffer 538 provides a reference six volts to each of the FIG. 19 includes a sync field qualifier circuit 551. This 
DAC buffer 505 and the servo amplifier 509. The six circuit 551 inspects the frequency of incoming pulses 
volt reference enables the DAC to be varied in its outut from the read electronics 409. The output of the circuit 
in a range between three and nine volts over 2S6 equal 551 is a logical one or zero, depending upon the fre-
increments. 10 quency of the incoming pulses. For example, if the 

A five volt zener reference from the optical encoder pulses are separated by less than 204 nanoseconds or 
assembly 100 passes through a buffer amplifier 539 and more than 602 nanoseconds, the output will be low. If 
an external transistor 541 before being put into the refer- the pulses are separated by greater than 300 nanosec-
ence voltage input Vref of the analog to digital circuit onds and less than 492 nanoseconds, the output wil be 
within the microcomputer 381. When the zener voltage 15 high, indicative that a sync field is validly present in the 
from the encoder 100 drifts with temperature changes, raw data stream. Only if the sync field is valid will the 
these small changes are also tracked by the digital to PLO be permitted to lock onto incoming data. 
analog converter of the microcomputer 381. This circuit 551 is also used to reset a read sequence. 

The analog servo chip 385 works primarily with a A search for the address mark cannot be initiated until 
twelve volt power supply, while the microcomputer 20 the sync field is valid for eight bytes of data. Only then 
381 works with a five volt power supply. A comparator may a read sequence progress if the sync field falls to 
circuit 543 monitors the five volt bus within the servo zero. If it does before the consecutive eight bytes are 
chip 385. If the five volt reference is lost at the chip 385, received, the read sequence is automatically reset. This 
the comparator 543 shuts off the buffer 539, thereby mechanism protects against write splices. For examle, 
preventing the microcomputer 381 from becoming 2S data having a hexadecimal value of 33 encodes to one 
damaged because the V ref port is being forced to pulse every 800 nanoseconds, which will force sync 
ground potential. It should be noted in this regard that field low. A field of hex 33 is written on either side of a 
all of the outputs of the servo circuit 385 leading di- five byte field in the format where write splices may 
rectly to the microcomputer 381 are open collector or occur. This forces the read sequence to be reset upon 
are output protected, so that the microcomputer 381 is 30 entering the write splice and coming out of it. This is 
thereby protected against the failure of the chip 385 or important, because over time, write splices could form 
any of its elements. into any pattern of data including hex FF data and an 

The chip 385 also includes a detector amplifier 545 address mark. However, by making the correct se-
which is directly connected to the read/write channel quence greater than five bytes and forcing a reset of the 
in order to receive the sector servo bunts prerecorded 3S read sequence on either side of the write splice, a false 
in the single servo sector 401. The peak voltage levels of address mark cannot be generated. 
the read/write channels are translated by the amplifier A read control circuit 553 provides a mechanism to 
545 into levels more suitable for the analog to digital discover where the data transducer head 320, 322 is 
converter input port AD3 of the microcomputer 381, located relative to the data format of a track being read, 
driven by the output of the amplifier 545. 40 and to lock the PW to the disk data. The control cir-

cuit 553 includes a four bit asynchronous counter, three 
Data Separator 411 state holding flip flops and various decoding logic. A 

The data separator element 411, preferably formed as Lock to Data (LTD) signal forces the PW to phase 
a monolithic integrated circuit, such as type OMTI lock to the read raw (RD RAW) pulses coming from 
20S27 available from Scientific Microsystems, Inc., 339 4S the read channel 409. A bit sync (DITSY) signal enables 
N. Bernardo Avenue, Mountain View, Calif. 94043, or the decoder to block incoming encoded bits for correct 
equivalent, is depicted in FIG. 19. The data separator decoding. A search for address mark (SAM) signal 
411 performs three functions. enables another state machine 555 to determine whether 

First, the data separator 411 determines head position an address mark is present on the disk at the precise 
relative to the data format. This task is accomplished by so moment, or not. The appropriate action is then taken by 
writing a special pattern onto the data surface 214, com- the SAM circuit 555. 
monly referred to as an address mark pattern, which can The phase lock oscillator 557 defmes the bit cell 
be identified when a read operation is initiated. The boundaries as they exist on the formatted disk during a 
separator circuit 411 generates and writes the address read operation. The PW 557 comprises a phase com-
mark pattern while formatting each data track, and it SS parator, a filter and a voltage controlled oscillator 
identifies the address mark when a read operation is (VCO). The phase comparator compares the phase of 
begun. the encoded data read from the data surface 97 with the 

Second, the data separator 411 defines bit cell bound- VCO signal. It then supplies a current via an LSR-
aries on the disk data surface. This task is accomplished C-SNK pin whose duty cycle is proportional to the 
by a phase locked oscillator (PW). The PW con- 60 phase difference between the two signals. The filter 
structs a data clock signal which precisely defines bit requires external passive components to provide phase 
cell boundaries as they exist in the formatted data track. compensation to the phase lock loop, to attenuate the 
Essentially a flywheel oscillator with inertia to average high frequency components of the LSRC-SNK sig-
out minute fluctuations in disk speed. the PW con- nal, and to convert the current into voltage. The VCO 
stantly updates the phase and frequency of the data 6S is a voltage to frequency converter which provides the 
clock signal throughout each data read operation. decode machine with a bit rate clock of the same phase 

Third, the data separator encodes and decodes nonre- as raw data. The frequency is determined by the filtered 
turn to zero (NRZ) data to a format more suitable for l_SRC-SNK signal. 
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A decode machine 559 and a bit sync logic block 561, coding rules otherwise carried out by the encoding 

taken together, are the heart of the data separator. They machine 565. The resultant unique pattern is known to, 
take in encoded data, such as in 2, 7 code format, or read and check by the data sequencer 413 in order to 
another suitable format, from the read channel 409, validate the particular sector ID. 
decode such data and put it out as NRZ data in phase S An ID MARK.BR BYTE is a byte of hex FE data, 
lock with the read clock RD-CLK signal. There are chosen only to be different from the DAT A MARK.BR 
two code bits for every one NRZ data bit, and the code BYTE. The data sequencer 413 uses this byte to deter-
bits must be blocked together correctly before they may mine that a sector ID data field is about to be read. 
be decoded. The bit sync logic block 561 determines An ID DATA FIELD includes four bytes holding 
correct blocking of encoded bits in response to a valid 10 the sector address in the form of cylinder high, cylinder 
bit sync signal (DITSY) as generated by the read con- low, head and sector. 
trol circuit 553. An ID ECC field of two bytes of CRC information 

A write address mark state machine 563 generates the are used by the sequencer 413 to check the validity of 
write address mark signal (W AM) at a specific time the sector address. 
related to the address mark enable signal AM-ENA- 15 A three byte field ID POST AMBLE of hex 33 data is 
BLE. The W AM signal is used to invert two adjacent provided to guarantee a stable read clock from the PLO 
code bits. This alters a correctly encoded byte of data during the time that the last bits of the ID ECC field are 
into a unique pattern which is not generated by the read, decoded by the decoder 559 and passed to the 
encode logic because of the encoding rules of the partic- sequencer 413. 
u1ar code employed. This pattern serves as the address 20 A DATA PREAMBLE field duplicates the ID Pre-
mark. amble field, and its purpose is to synchronize the PLO 

An encode machine 565 converts NRZ data from the before reading the data field. 
data sequencer 413 into encoded data in accordance A DATA SYNC BYTE serves the same purpose for 
with the selected encoding scheme, whether it be 2,7 the data field as was served by the ID DATA SYNC 
code or some other satisfactory code. Encoding opera- 25 BYTE for the ID data field. 
tions are carried out whenever the write gate line DATA MARKER BYTE is a byte of hex F8, used 
(WRT-GA TE) is enabled. When the write address by the data sequencer 113 to determine that a data field 
mark signal W AM is asserted, code bits are inverted. is about to be read. 
Code bits are synchronized to the reference clock signal DAT A FIELD. This field is for storing a block of 
REF-CLOCK provided from the data sequencer 413. 30 512 bytes of user data. It is initially recorded with hex 

A clock generation and multiplexing circuit 567 con- 33 data during a track format operation. 
tains the circuitry required to divide the reference clock DAT A ECC is a six byte field for data error correc-
signal by two in order to generate a write reference tion code. 
clock WREFCLK signal. This signal is required for the DATA POST AMBLE is a three byte field of hex 33 
encoding operation of the machine 565. The multiplexer JS data and guarantees a stable read clock from the PLO 
in the circuit 567 steers one of two inputs to a read during the time that the last bits of ECC are being read, 
reference clock output RD--REF _CLK which goes to decoded and passed to the sequencer 413. 
the data sequencer 413. During a read operation, the INTERSECTOR GAP is a ten byte field of hex 33 
read clock signal RD-CLK (which is synchronous data containing three functionally separate sections. A 
with the NRZ data put out by the bit sync logic block 40 three byte write-update field allows for the data pream-
561) is passed to the data sequencer 413 to synchronize ble and data field to move down the track by up to three 
it with the NRZ data stream. · bytes between a format operation and a write update 

A test logic block 569 enables special tests to be car- operation. This shift is accounted for by the data format 
ried out on the data separator chip 411. Such tests in- encode and decode dela)'I, a one byte sequencer delay 
elude holding the LTD line high in order to measure 4S and a number of single bit resynchronization delays. A 
loop parameters of the PLO 557. Also, data may be five byte speed tolerance gap allows for a plus and 
delayed from the disk with respect to the bit cell in minus point four percent (0.4%) speed variation of the 
order to perform window margin testing. And the time spindle motor 202 to be accomodated between track 
lag between two internal signals may be changed in format operations and write update operations (a 0.8% 
order to optimize the setup time on the phase compar- SO maximum difference). Finally, a two byte pad guaran
ing flip-flop. tees at least two bytes of hex 33 data before the ID 

Disk Format 
Preamble of the next sector. This forces the PLO sync 
field detector to restart the address mark search se-

A format arrangement for the subsystem 5 is depicted quence even if it had falsely detected some PLO sync 
in FIG. 20. Therein, eighteen identical sectors are pro- 55 data from write splices in the speed tolerance field. 
vided following the index mark 399 and the post-index PREINDEX GAP is a 43 byte field of hex 33 data at 
gap which contains the wedge servo bursts and a toler- nominal spindle motor speed. Its purpose is to allow for 
ance region for index drift. An ID preamble contains 12 motor speed variations during track formatting. An 
bytes of hex FF data. Its purpose is to synchronize the overspeed of up to 0.4% may be accomodated. 
PLO 557 before the data sequencer 413 reads the ID 60 
DAT A FIELD. The hex FF pattern is used because it Control Software 

provides the highest frequency read pulses of any single The microcomputer 381 operates essentially in an 
byte repeating pattern. Its length allows for two bytes interrupt driven mode. There are several inputs to the 
of PLO sync detection before locking the PLO, five microcomputer 381 for setting its internal interrupt 
bytes of PLO sync time, one byte of phase set time and 6S request flags. All interrupts are software maskable, ex-
four bytes for margin. cept a nonmaskable interrupt line which may be oper-

An ID SYNC BYTE is the single address mark byte ated by the host operating system (write to Port 1), in 
for each sector. It is made unique by violating the en- order to reset the subsystem 5 should it become lost 
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(hung up) during command execution. The host reset provides an addres for a command execution routine in 
operation is flagged through the BAR NMI port, pin 25. the program memory 383 which corresponds to the 
All other host commands are initiated by an interrupt particular valid command received from the host. If no 
which is flagged through bit position 3 of Port C, (BAR matchup occurs, the command is rejected as invalid. 
INT2, pin 20), which may be software masked if some s Ordinarily, when a command is received, the mi-
task having a higher priority is in a critical phase of crocomputer 381 is interrupted, and jumps to, and be-
execution. gins executing the command routine for the particular 

There are three main phases of software execution: command. At command completion, the microcom-
Initialization, Main Loop, and Command Execution. puter 381 returns to the main loop. 
The initialization phase, at power on (or upon an NMI 10 A Timer Interrupt occurs every 150 microseconds 
host RESET command) resets and/or preloads all of during seek operations which are carried out in re-
the control registers with initial or default values re- sponse to a select interrupt which requires a seek opera-
quired for proper operation of the data sequencer 413, tion. 
the memory controller 417 and the head and disk assem- There are a number of Host Commands which may 
bly servo system. The operating parameter registers 15 be given to the subsystem 5. The following Host Com-
within the microcomputer 381 are also cleared and set mands are representative of the types of commands 
with initial or default parameters. Once the subsystem 5 likely to be sent by a host to the subsystem 5 in order to 
is set up, the microcomputer 381 seeks to track zero and carry out useful data storage and retrieval operations. 
enters the main loop. TESTDRIVEREADYwhichisachecktoseeifthe 

The main loop is essentially an idle mode for main- 20 subsystem 5 is ready to receive another command, or to 
taining the status quo. A track following servo value see if it is e.g. seeking or otherwise unavailable. The 
generated by the microcomputer 381 is latched into and subsystem 5 puts out an error message to the host in the 
converted to an analog voltage by the digital to analog event that it is not ready. 
converter 501 and is converted to a current which REQUEST SENSE ST A TUS which is invoked to 
passes through the rotor coil 308 to keep the heads 320, 25 send four bytes of a sense block which characterizes 
322 centered on track. A phase byte selects which current status of the subsystem 5. This command re-
phase, whether Pl, Pl, BAR Pl, or BAR Pl, should be quires the subsystem 5 to be set up to transfer the four 
used for servoing on-track. (Pl and Pl, being in quadra- bytes; the bytes are placed in the buffer 421, and then 
ture, logically define four adjacent track locations and they are sent to the host via the interface 419. The mi-
boundaries). In the main loop, the microcomputer 381 30 crocomputer 381 waits until the host signals receipt as a 
creates a tight on-track servo loop about the selected command completion. Any error conditions are sent to 
phase signal. The selected phase is digitized and read, the host in response to this command. 
and the servo loop is updated, approximately every 90 READ ERROR LENGTH. This command sends 
microseconds. The analog to digital conversion process the host a one byte burst length of the last BCC error. 
requires approximately 48 microseconds, and the digital 35 It requires a setup for a one byte transfer via the buffer. 
processing and update requires the rest of the 90 micro- INmALIZE DRIVE CHARACTERISTICS. This 
seconds, the time duration for main loop execution. This command enables the host to initialize the cbaracteris-
updating of the track following servo continues repeat- tics of the subsystem 5. The memory controller 417 is 
edly until an interrupt occurs. It is expected that ap- set up to transfer eight bytes of data from the host 
proximately 95 percent of the useful life of the subsys- Ml through the buffer 421 and into the internal RAM of the 
tem 31 will be spent in executing the main loop. microcomputer 381. This information includes the max-

There are three main interrupts which cause the mi- imum number of cylinders (track locations) and heads. 
crocomputer 381 to exit the main loop. The first inter- Also, the maximum ECC data burst length is stored. 
rupt is an Index Interrupt, which occurs once each FORMAT TRACK. This command enables the host 
revolution of the disk 214. The prerecorded A and B 45 to format a single track. The track address is checked to 
bursts in the servo wedge 401 are read sequentially and be sure it is legal; the sequencer 413 is set up for format-
peak amplitude sampled through the analog to digital ting; the format track command is sent to the sequencer; 
converter within the microcomputer 381. The two am- and a ''bump detect" function is monitored throughout 
plitude values are compared, and any difference value is the formatting operation. (The Bump Detect Routine is 
used in a computation to provide an error correction so used to detect whether any physical impulse bas jarred 
value which is combined with the digitized selected the subsystem 5, causing the bead to move off of track 
phase value from the optical encoder to derive the cor- centerline alignment. This routine calls for monitoring 
rection value sent to the digital' to analog converter 501. the selected servo phase put out by the optical encoder 
At the completion of the servo routine at Index, the 100 as closely as possible (75 microsecond loop) during 
microcomputer 381 returns to the main loop. SS the format operation. If a bump is detected, the one 

Another interrupt is a RESET operation from the track format operation is automatically repeated.) 
host which is generated by the host's operating system FORMAT DRIVE. This command is invoked by the 
in the event that the subsystem 5 fails to respond to host in order to format all of the host-accessible storage 
other host commands. The Reset operation creates a capacity of the subsystem 5. It includes carrying out the 
hardware interrupt in the subsystem 5 and forces it to 60 FORMAT TRACK command for all of the data tracks, 
reinitialize. In this manner, if the microcomputer 381 beginning with the track specified in the command and 
gets out of sequence in executing commands, error continuing through track 611. 
recovery, if possible, will be accomplished. READ DATA. This command enables the host to 

A third interrupt is a SELECT Interrupt which is receive the data from one or more specified number of 
generated by the host computer when it sends a Host 65 sectors. A legal starting address is checked. Then, the 
Command to the subsystem 5. Each command received actuator 300 is commanded to move the head trans· 
by the microcomputer 381 is compared with a table of ducer from its present track location to the target or 
valid commands. When a matchup occurs, the table destination track. After the seek, the memory controller 
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417 and the data sequencer 413 are set up for operations indicates whether or not an error was detected during 
at the destination track, and a command byte is sent to command completion within the subsystem 5. 
the sequencer to start data transfer operations. The All communication between the subsystem 5 and the 
microcomputer 381 waits until the sequencer 413 fin- host system is carried out across eight ports: four input 
ishes reading the proper sector at the destination track. 5 ports and four output ports of the host system. The 
Errors are checked for, and the microcomputer 381 ports are paired together, so that for example port 0 
waits until the host memory channel is ready to receive which is a single logical address is one port in its input 
the data commanded. The transfer process to the host is mode and in its output mode is another port. All data 
then initialized in the memory controller 417 and the transfer is via port 0. All hardware status information is 
transfer to the host is carried out. 10 transferred from the subsystem 31 to the host system via 

If there are additional sectors to be transferred to the port 1. The host reads the status port during data ex-
host, the next address is generated and loaded into the changes so that it may synchronize its operations with 
sequencer, and the sequencer is then restarted. This the state of the subsystem 5. For example, it looks at the 
process goes on until all of the data is transferred to the request bit of port 1 before sending each command byte. 
host. If the operation requires access to sectors in adja- 15 Port 1 has very different meanings in read and write 
cent tracks, automatic single track stepping (and head modes. In the read mode port 1 enables the host to read 
switching) is commanded at the appropriate time by the the hardware status lines of the subsystem 5. The lower 
microcomputer 381. When all sectors have been trans- four status bits of port 1 are used to carry out a hand-
ferred, the command is completed and the microcom- shake control for each byte of data transferred between 
puter signals command completion to the host. 20 the host and the interface 419 of subsystem 5. The busy 

WRITE DATA. This command follows the same bit (3) is set by the subsystem 5 whenever it is in the 
progression of steps as are followed by the READ process of executing a host command. For example, the 
command, with the exception that data is received from busy bit is set by the subsystem 5 when the host selects 
the host over the interface 419 and via the buffer mem- it for an operation (a write to port 2) and remains set 
ory 421. The microcomputer 381 moves the selected 25 until the command completion byte is sent to the host 
head to the correct track location. The first block of via port 0 at the completion of execution of a host com-
data is transferred from the host to the sector buffer 421. mand, whereupon the busy bit of port 1 is cleared. 
The sequencer 413 begins reading sector headers. When A control/data bit (2) indicates the status of the data 
the right sector is located, the sequencer transfers data bytes being transferred via port 0, whether control 
from the buffer 421 through the write channel, so that it 30 bytes or data bytes. An inpuVoutput bit (1) indicates 
is recorded in proper time and position in the data area whether the data at port 0 is output from the host or 
of the sector. This process is carried out for each sector, input to the host from the subsystem 5. (Output, if user 
until the command is completed. During the writing data, corresponds to a Write command; Input, if user 
process, the microcomputer 381 while waiting for a data, corresponds to a Read Command). A request bit 
command completion signal constantly performs the 35 (0) enables a byte by byte transfer handshake control. 
bump detect routine, to be sure that writing is inhibited The setting and clearing of this bit coordinates the 
in the event that a bump is detected. If a bump is de- transfer of each byte between the host and the interface 
tected, the sector is rewritten after the head and disk 419, during non-DMA data transfer operations as when 
assembly has stabilized. command bytes are being sent. 

Other Commands. There are a number of utility com- 40 A write operation to port 1 by the host generates a 
mands (such as a SEEK which is not a part of a READ reset signal which results in a non-mask.able interrupt of 
or WRITE command) which may be provided to carry the microcomputer and a reinitialization of the subsys-
out certain tests and operations desired by the host. tern 5 under host operating system control. 
These commands are a matter of design choice and are Port 2 is used by the host to read a drive type byte 
routinely understood in the art and are not essential for 4!5 which may be used to indicate to the host which type of 
successful operation of die subsystem 5. For this reason, peripheral is attached to the host system. This byte may 
they are not described herein. be polled, for example, by the host to determined stor-

. age capacity size, in the event that the storage capacity 
Command Structure and Addressmg of the subsystem 5 is increased e.g. to 20 megabytes by 

Every command which is sent to the subsystem 5 by !50 the addition of another data storage disk 215, as shown 
the host is six bytes long. The first byte is a command in FIG. 11. 
code to identify the type of command, and the succeed- A write to port 2 generates a controller select pulse 
ing bytes provide the necessary parameters to carry out which sets a flip-flop within the InpuVOutput Interface 
the command. Then, typically a block of sector data 419 which has an output line -BUSY. This line inter-
(S 12 bytes) is sent to or from the subsystem depending !55 mpts the microcomputer 381 when a command from 
whether the command was a write or a read command. the host has been received at the interface 419. To start 
Other commands are the Initialize Drive Characteris- a command sequence, the host writes to port 2, causing 
tics command which transfers eight bytes of data from the -BUSY line to become true. This event is detected 
the host to the subsystem 5, the Request Sense Status by the microcomputer 381 and it leaves the main rou-
command which transfers four status bytes from the 60 tine and begins a command execution routine. At the 
subsystem 5 to the host, and the Read Error Length same time, the host monitors the subsystem hardware 
command which transfers one byte from the subsystem status port 1. As soon as the host sees the busy signal 
to the host. being asserted (true), the command/data (CID) line 

After the subsystem 5 has completed each command, being asserted (true), the inpuVoutput line not being 
the microcomputer 381 sends out a one byte command 65 asserted (not true), and the request line being asserted 
completion signal to the host, of which only two bit (true), it knows that the subsystem 5 is ready to receive 
positions are used. The first bit indicates drive number the first command byte. The first byte is then written to 
(whether drive number zero or one) and the other bit port 0 by the host and is temporarily stored the input 
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data buffer 495 of the 1/0 interface 419. An ACK signal portion of the seek, the microcomputer 381 has to re-
is then sent to the memory controller 417, telling it that ceive, process and complete the command by returning 
the first command byte is in the buffer 495. The memory a status byte to the host, while simultaneously monitor-
controller 417, drops the request signal, generates a ing track to track crossings of the head and actuator 
Memory Enable signal, and the byte is then transferred s structure, all in such a manner that the actuator does not 
to the buffer 421 and stored therein at an address com- become lost. In order to carry out this worst case oper-
manded by the memory controller 417. The memory ating scenario, the processing task for processing the 
controller than raises the request signal again, thereby incoming command from the host is divided up into 
signalling the host to send the next command byte. This several segments. The microcomputer 381 accom-
procedure is followed until all six command bytes are JO plishes the segments in the very little time available 
stored in the buffer 421. They then go to the microcom- between the track boundary sensing and calculations 
puter 381 for execution, and at the completion of execu- which are required to maintain control over head posi-
tion a command completion byte is latched into the tion during the seek. The microcomputer 381 in effect 
output data buffer 493 read by the host at port 0. begins to process the incoming command, and goes as 

Port 3, the fourth port, is not used as a read port. It is 15 far as it can with the process until it is time to leave it 
used as a write port by the host to enable/disable OMA and to sense the track crossing and increment (decre-
operations and interrupt sent to the host from the sub- ment) the track counter. Then. the microcomputer 381 
system 5. Thus, the host may write to port 3 before returns to the task of processing the incoming command 
every command so that it may specify to the subsystem until the next time interval elapses for monitoring track 
5 whether the host expects to be interrupted at the end 20 crossing. 
of the command, and whether the command to be exe- The seeking algorithm employed in the subsystem 5 is 
cuted will use block transfers by OMA if it is e.g. a read interrupt driven by a timer. It is a position algorithm, 
or write command. rather than a velocity or acceleration algorithm. Every 

EXAMPLE 1 
l SO microseconds during track seeking, the microcom-

25 puter 381 is interrupted and carries out a Seek routine. 
The subsystem 5 is in the main loop, servoing on It looks at the digital Pl-Pl phases to see how far the 

track. The host operating system will write to port 2 actuator has progressed in that fixed time interval, i.e. 
which will create a signal -BUSY which is an interrupt how many tracks have been passed over by the head 
to the microcomputer 381 and which causes it to exit during that time; and, it updates the tracks traversed 
the main loop. The microcomputer 381 enters an inter- 30 register and checks actual location of the transducer 
rupt service subroutine which will cause the memory against a look up table containing a power acceleration 
controller 417 to raise the Request bit in order to obtain curve which contains expected position data. Finally, it 
the first command byte via port 0. When the host writes adjusts the acceleration of the actuator 100 to bring 
the command byte to port 0, an acknowledge signal is head position into correspondence with expected head 
sent to the memory controller 417 causing it to lower 35 position stored in the look up table. 
the Request signal and temporarily store the byte in the For example, if the head 320, 322 has crossed 20 
buffer 421. The Request bit is again raised, and the next tracks by the end of the interval, and the look up table 
byte is received across the interface 419 in the same says the head should have crossed 2S tracks by that 
manner and stored in the buffer 421. The handshake via time, the acceleration (current through coil 91) is in-
the Request bit of the status port 1 continues until all six 40 creased to catch up. If the actuator 100 is four tracks off 
bytes of the host command have been received and of the target track location stored in the look up table, 
stored in the buffer memory. The memory controller the actuator 100 will receive a maximum torque value 
417 is preprogrammed so as to expect to handle recep- (maximum current will be passed through the coil 308). 
tion of the six command bytes. Completion of reception At the completion of the Seek command, the actuator 
of the six command bytes is signalled to the microcom- 45 300 will be permitted to settle at the target track. 
puter 381, whereupon it transfers the six bytes from the Since the optical encoder 100 is capable of separately 
buffer 381 to its own registers via the data sequencer identifying each one of four tracks, the timer interval 
413 as already explained and decodes the command by must be selected in relation to the maximum head actua-
comparison with a list of valid command in a look up tor seek velocity, so that the head will not move more 
table stored in the program memory 383. Once the so than three tracks during the time interval. If it were to 
command is decoded, the microcomputer 381 jumps to move four tracks, a hopeless ambiguity would arise, 
the routine necessary to carry out that command. In the making it impossible for the microprocessor to update 
event that the command received does not correspond the track count register and to calculate the current 
to any of the valid commands listed in the lookup table, correction value. 
an invalid command error message is returned to the SS Here follows an object code listing of a control pro-
host. At the completion of execution of a command, a gram which actually carries out the operations de-
command completion acknowledge signal is returned to scribed hereinabove in a subsystem constructed in ac-
the host. The occurrence of any error known to the cordance with the presently preferred subsystem 5 as 
subsystem 5 occurring during command execution is described. In this listing, in Tektronics format, each 
also signalled to the host, and it can then test the status 60 horizontal line represents a separate record. The slash 
of the subsystem in an attempt to learn what type of mark is the beginning of each record. The first two 
error occurred. hexadecimal bytes correspond to the address of the first 

EXAMPLE2 

One critical operating situation arises in the situation 65 
where the first host command received by the system is 

byte of the record. The third byte corresponds to the 
hexadecimal count number of data bytes in the record. 
The fourth byte comprises an eight bit sum of four bit 
hexadecimal values for the six digits which make up the 

a Seek command, and the very next command received 
is a Test Drive Ready command. During the fastest 

address and byte count. The last byte of the record is an 
eight bit check sum of the four bit hexadecimal digits 
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comprising the program data bytes. All bytes between 
the fourth byte and the last byte of each record are 
program data bytes. 

10000030~.:>4770017 

/0004030754120100 
/0008040C1011AA211A 
/00100506549CFF010441 
/0018040069014E622A 
/00201E11E04CE3404D13AOAA62436F70797269676874203139383520504C5553204434 
/003ElE2065762E20436F72702E484454E81664190868807112EF68FF6407FF6406FF83 
/005ClE2004FFFFAA40940154D8004844549FFF64011D68807112EF68FFAA6266FF69B1 
/007AlE2000710105EA630064008064015469004DD269004D03640200697F400469081B 
/00981E204DD169084DD01068FF04FFFF7102003402FF2403FF6EFC31716E047172047E 
/C0361E20141006701E83FF341300488334COFF489371020640E61440A7150~02F76427 
/OQD~lE204A084F7E6406FF344700703E9DFF69006364636363654843006407E7AA4063 
/OOF21E2017134095116A02015857014822414702C64CC260CAC6E84CC260CAE369023F 
10 l 101Ell4F6C5I302C2AA6269035.8024F61484'10004FFFF6409F364190444C1~·0040EF5!3 
/012E03140E4FA72F 
/Ol3llE140001040~06070BOAOBOCODOEOFEOE3E4E5E6E7E8E9EAEUECEDEEEFFOF1F203 
/Ol4F1E23F3F4F51F037F04520426060503D20397055406A60F5B034A03BC03A303B244 
/016DlE2302AE02FB02DD05B206390AACOAD809FD09AE08EDOSF40A4FOBC30AAl0BlBA4 
/018ElE230AEB09DDOBE50875093466FF71800~40110C6409F740A701401102B8700E45 
/01A9lE23A2FF656603542B03346EFF5567203472FF4B00715E003436FF016930016864 
/OlC71E231A483548354835070330016707~F300A073F3B016A638171702034~20114lE 
/01Ee1E2331010166488570E9482812307DF669201503043472FF5067346EFF709B3E5B 
/0203ll07700FA2FF644A08BB04FFFF54D000403Dl3El 
/02141El60167072017025A0307FD636C44000040000C346CFF71800940210C6e6603FD 
102321El64ElD3471FF5~67203475FF2436FF2C3F2C22482A483148314G31709E3F2A7A 
1 02501El63B4088026C0358586COll47EOF5F0314190F~80214020F6DEE69E06419085E 
/026ElE25707912804829707D12806409F36419040503FB44050040EFOBB8703F83FF4C 
/028ClE25693340CEOB71800F3466FF40210C3483FF48836910704l14000874ED44103D 
/02AA041A064893E831 
/02AElE29407BOCB8407BOC6406FE6AFF40CE026A0040CE026406FFB86406FF6930~4RC. 

/02CC1E29F501340000693340CBOB2428804400080A3A3274FFFB340000693140CBOBlE 
/02EA1E292428804400082A2A60FA4FD03274FFF7B9407BOC403Dl36406FE3400004~4C 

/0308lElA0020690070933274FFFA633F6406FF6700BB693154F501407BOC5~020lll847 

10326lElA6908~4F50144030040000C718003346EFF5567203472FF40210C69ED707937 

/0344lElA128040020FB8407BOC44000040000C718000349EFF4FE2407BOC440700400E 
/0362lElAEFOB69EF7079128040020F34A4FF71800740110COlA4634801A~634701A640 

/03S01ElA634901AB370C690B6387408Al501A71801A81934320174EF44C80048A4343A 
/039ElE294AFF4893B8407BOC44FF0140C50B340000703E7AFF69EF40060B40020FB884 
/03EClE29407BOC44FF0140C50B703F7AFF69ED40D60B40020FE8715E80402AOC409F80 
/03DA1E290F40EDOC717604402Cl240F41240E50D146004701E9DFF6409FE~83A64195D 

/03F81E29014843006407F7340003693140E40B690670792080636D40680E4El1644916 
/O~ltlElA014EOC6409FE30764FC1690154F50140750871Bl1071390071760A69316A2D 

/04341ElA0240160740680ECF67004E0464490lC76409FE30764FE6203930814FDDB85E 
/04521ElA402AOC409FOF40DB0340070EB8F8COCOB0401713483A690740Ell46'109FE53 
/04701Dl94017137069228057F06407FFAOAA62407BOC056BF85C024EB77176043445 
/048DlE28A000703EB5FF40AEOCD3406705F85o02084E2El5020840A7150502F7B84047 
/04ASlE287414405708400014703F3DFFA7340000703E3BFF74EFB83076ClC8409FOF60 
/04C91E28402C124FBE40380540741414FBFF408505346009'l03E85FF40491235A5C04C 
/04E71E28C6406705F54E2240491201A474B8A5C6406705F34El340741414FFFF408558 
/050o1E1905402Cl2407414400014B80502EF403805014C5858C66900595869FF634F32 
/05231El9014C555801C669FF59586900635014F6FF408505BB0502FD34200340AC114C 
/05411El967000015020240E01140590540E011405905B86905547E00205805580301E4 
/055FlD27505B56014F6356B8716700716Al471690140F2083485FF488369l470612C 
/057ClE24489314000074EDB9EB440000343BFF4895A54893400014409FOF082D 
/0597lE24402AOC409FOF719B0044FF014072084090086933bA1940160740680EC5402A 
/05B5lE242E07ClF045030840020F703F7AFF69ED40D60B3081C440020FB840FEOD546B 
/05D31E24780C017E1604637B4FCC402AOC409FOF4403027566E5440502407,0G40902F 
/05FllE240869336A09401607406BOEC5402E07ClF045030840020F703F7AFF69ED404F 
/060FlE24060B30BlC440020FB840FEOD54780C017B1604637B4FCC402AOC409FOF7167 
/062DlE249B0044FF0140720840900869336Al940160740680EC5402E07ClF03081Cl27 
/064E1E24B840FEOD54780C4FE4402AOC409FOF44FF0140720840900834000069EF4059 
/06690217D60B1E 
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/066BlE2640020F69316A02401607308lCC40680EB8402E07B871B100EA703F78FF744B 
/06891E261604703E78FF69EF40060ll40680ECC402E07C869316A02401607F0017Dl665 
/06A71E2604637B40FEOD~4780C4Fll9402AOC409FOF4403027566E6440502407208404C 

/06C5lE26900834000069EF40060B40020F6931bAOA4016073081CC40680EB8•~02E072C 

/06E31E26B8718100EA703F78FF741604703E78FF69EF40D60B40680ECC40=E07C869Al 
/07011El7316AOA401607F0017lll604637D40FEOD54780C4FB9703F7AFF40E408342164 
/071FlE26804D010139707927800A333D636DBB6409FE67004E33701E7DFFOB67004E61 
/073DlE261E57704E33745A044E2E745A084E2F745A10D6570403~7024E55745A03Dl62 

/075BlE26CE65660AC47~66E6B8691F6912691C691D691E691430764E34C840AEOCC79E 

/07791E2669l06919~4F~Ol7069248074F837D37069258074F836CB70692680071F74~6 
/07971E26E8384FD33076C469154FDB405708409FOF402Cl2B96566E~D865b6F338489~ 
/07B51E2648006406FE703F7AFF44000274C7B7693140C30B348AFF71800~40llOCOl53 
/07031E268774B89BC1D4348AFF2490FF6A052D70FACB2252F91~03104E21348AFF249A 
/07F11E2690FF6B0531407C176406FF30774FA80503EF018774BB9BC5691l54F5017072 
/080F1E263F7AFFA7703F96FF74C7B7B3693140CBOB34A4FF71800240110C01A4749089 
/082DlD259863A401A574909963A501A674909A63A6A3693340CBOB34A4FF71800254 
/084AlE2540210C716E98150304718100B8706E24B0706F2580A770692680070348A420 
/0868lE2548217041343DFF4893B840C50B3429804B33324BOE34248001373DOl363D36 
/08861E2501383D690270792280B83478FF440000489548931503083081003490FF6A2A 
/08A40A200569003052FD40550EBB76 
/06AE1E2F3468FF69FC70FDC9690A70FDC4483A70FBD701021A409BOCOA74E802CS47AD 
/OSCClE2FlOC56906547E00150302B80503FD54F301590354F30154DD05590354F3012~ 

/06EA1E2F54B206590354F301402AOC016A633B1502024569010502FD5~038054620902 

/0908lE2015020469014~5802C5483A0502FB550202CA483AlA0102160463020A74COOl 

10926lE20566356401713014C74E056450204483A74B04C4ElF403A1474E9584El7633S 
/09441E2058344FFF555B01324CC074E05745~802483A70C363~6303B4FAA40F412BB63 
/09621E20013B~50202483A74C0516351405919405918B8590354F301406B0944010001 

/09801E2040000C71B0013495FF4E8369004DCC44FFFF4BD248450034AD09703EAOFF83 
/099ElE2F40A412700E7DFF550208FF401713FC69044DCC700F7DFF34C809703EAOFFA1 
/09BC1E2F40A412AA550208FF401713FC4BC03485FF4893700F7DFF400012AAB859037C 
/090A1E2F54F30144010040000C718001345FFF4E2344FF0740C50B34000069ED40D62B 
/09FB1E2FOB40020FB8590354F30144FF0040000C7180FF3400FF40210C69ED70791240 
/0Al61E208040020FBB590354F3014~EF0040EFOB69EF7079128040020F3400FF718046 
/OA34lE20EF40110CB8590354F301402AOC40040C718111717A00717B0014620A701ElF 
/OA521E209DFF484300700E7DFF6407F7401713FC700F7DFF6407FFAA690051FE6A05B2 
/OA701E2040E30C00701E70FF017B1E017A46041F4602637A693340CBOE347DFF718065 
/OABE1E2F0140210C30814FD8446B0040C50B340000703E7AFF69ED40060B40020F3843 
/OAAC1E2F590354F301402AOC409FOF44470040C50B34000369EF40060B40020F54DE38 
/OACA1E2F03590354F301402AOC641A8040E50Dc409FE70692080690670792080403D27 
/OAE61E2F13401713645A10F9640A7FB8590354F301402AOC40e50D342COB703E9DFF5C 
/OB061E204843006407F76409FE6906707920804017137069228047FOF6690070792029 
/OD241E20806407FF6409FEBBB0690740El14483A483AC0641901401713401713401i32 
/OB421E20137069228047F06409FEAOAA62590354F301402AOC40E50034870B703E9D52 
/OU601DlFFF6419014843006407F76906707920804017137069228047FOF66900701A 
/OB7D1E2E7920806407FF6409FEBSB0690840El14C0006409FE690640El14C06900004A 
/OB9BlE2E641901AOAA62590354F301402AOC40491244010040000C71BOOl34A4FF40F9 
/OBB90C2B210C69ED707912B040020FB883 
/OBC,1E2E340A804693E6A7240C60489270791380B8A72408604692707912800o03F73A 
/OBE31E2BB8A72400804892707910BOBB40C50H340003693140CBOB69EE40D60BB84043 
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Having thus described an embodiment of the inven
tion, it will now be appreciated that the objects of the 
invention have been fully achieved in realizing a com
pletely self contained, compact, modular plug-in disk 
file subsystem, and it will be understood by those skilled 
in the art that many changes in construction and widely 
differing embodiments and applications of the invention 
will suggest themselves without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. The disclosures and 
description herein are purely illustrative and are not 
intended to be in any sense limiting. 

We claim: 
1. A rotating disk memory accessory subsystem mod

ule for attachment and use entirely within a housing of 
a host computer at one of a plurality of accessory plug
in slot locations originally provided for a single, sub
stantially flat electronics printed circuit accessory card, 
the slot location having predetermined actual length 
and height dimension constraints and a nominal width 
dimension constraint for a printed circuit accessory 
card, said width dimension constraint being defined by 
the distance between adjacent accessory plug-in slot 
locations, and said length and height dimension con
straints being limited by the internal dimensions of said 
housing, and each of the slot locations further having at 
least one multiple signal path receptacle aligned and 
extending longitudinally along a lower attachment sur
face providing electrical connection to datil,-address
and control buses of the host computer, said subsystem 
module including substrate means for supporting, align
ing and providing electrical interconnection of: 

at least one multiple signal path connector aligned 
and extending along an edge of said substrate for 
mating with said at least one multiple signal path 
receptacle thereby providing direct plug-in attach
ment, connection and use of said subsystem module 
with the host computer without cabling at said one 
slot location; 

a rotating disk assembly including a radially position
·able head transducer for flying in close proximity 

to a data storage surface of at least one rotating 
data storage disk upon an air bearing created by 
rotation of said disk, and wherein the data storage 
surface lies in a plane which is substantially parallel 
when the subsystem module is installed at the said 
one slot location to a plane defmed by the length 
and height dimension constraints of the said one 
slot location and which plane passes through a 
longitudinal axis of the said at least one multiple 
signal path receptacle; 

electronics circuitry including: 
data transducer position control means for control

ling the radial position of the head transducer in 
relation to user data block locations on the data 
storage surface, 

disk user data controller means for controlling the 
formatting, storage and retrieval of user data 
blocks to and from the· storage surface via the 
head transducer, and 

interface means connected to said at least one mul
tiple signal path connector, said data transducer 
position control means and said disk user data 
controller means for obtaining control signals 
and data blocks from the host computer for stor
age of said data blocks on the data surface, and 
for supplying control signa1s and retrieving data 
blocks from the data surface and sending said 
supplied control signals and retrieved data 
blocks to the host computer via electrical signal 
paths through the said connector and the said 
receptacle; 

wherein said substrate means, said connector, said 
rotating disk assembly, and said electronics cir
cuitry of the subsystem module are positioned en
tirely within the actual length and height dimen
sion constraints of the said one slot location en
tirely within said housing, and lie sufficiently 
within the width constraint thereof without verti
cal extension and overhang above adjacent slot 
locations so that slot locations of the host computer 
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situated directly adjacent to the said one slot loca- for controlling operations of the user data controller 
tion are capable of receiving and being occupied by means. 
additional structure providing said host computer 11. The disk ftle subsystem module set forth in claim 
with at least one additional accessory function 1 wherein the transducer position control means in-
when the said subsystem module is installed at the S eludes track following servo means responsive to track 
said one slot location of the host computer. centerline position information prerecorded on the disk 

2. The disk ftle subsystem module set forth in claim 1 surface which is read by the head transducer for posi-
wherein said signal connector provides direct plug in tioning and maintaining the head transducer in align-
attachment and connection of the subsystem module to ment with the centerline of each recorded data block 
power buses of said host computer which are available 10 location on the data surface being followed during read 
at said one receptacle without cabling. and write operations, the track following servo means 

3. The disk ftle subsystem module set forth in claim 1 further including programmed digital microcomputer 
wherein said interface means further comprises a read · means for supervising operations thereof. 
only memory containing prestored basic input/output ' 12. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 
routines for direct access and execution by a central :is 11 wherein the data blocks are recorded within a multi-
processing unit of said host computer so that when said plicity of concentric data tracks and said track center-
subsystem module is installed in said host computer and line position information is prerecorded in a single servo 
used thereby there is no need to add such routines to the sector located between the end and beginning of each 
host operating system control program which controls concentric data track, ~d further. comp~g ra~ index 
operations of the central processing unit. .20 ·detector means operatively associated wtth a spmdle of . 

4. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim I said d.is~ for detecting th~ be8i;nning of the. se~o sector, ; 
wherein said substrate means comprises a frame and a and timing means for signalling the begmnmg of the · 
small printed circuit board attached to said frame, said data track after the servo sector has passed by the data 
circuit board carrying said multiple signal path connec- transducer h~. . 
tor and said electronics circuitry. .2s 13. A rotatmg d1Sk memory ~I?' ~ubsystem 

5. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 4 !11odule for attachment and use entirely. within a hous- , 
wherein the rotating disk assembly is mounted to the mg o~ a host ~mpll:te.r at one of~ plurality o~ accessory 
frame in longitudinal alignment with the printed circuit plug:m location on~y .provi~ed ~or a S1Dgle. sub- ! 

board and extends to adjacent an end of the frame dis- stantially flat ~lectr~cs pnnted carc~t accessory card, • 
· · 30 the slot location havmg predetermllled actual length 

tant from ~ end at which the connector 1S l~~· and height dimension constraints and a nominal width 
6. ~e d1Sk file subsys~ module set forth ~ c~ 5 dimension constraint for a printed circuit accessory 

wherem ~e transverse ~ckness of the rotating ~isk card, said width dimension constraint being defined by 
~bl~ 1S D?t substanti_ally ~ter than the n~minal the distance between adjacent accessory plug-in slot 
~dth dimCDSlon constraint of 881d one slot location of locations, and said length and height dimension con-
S81d host ~mputer. . . 3S. straints being limited by the internal dimensions of said 

7. ~e disk file subs~tem ~~ule set forth m claun 5 housing, and each of the slot locations further having at 
w~erem ~e . electrom~ ctrcwtry mounted on. ~ least one multiple signal path receptacle aligned and 
pnnted ctrcwt board mcludes a memory containing extending longitudinally along a lower attachment sur-
prestored ~asic input/output routines fo~ direct.access face providing electrical connection to data, address 
and execution by a central processor umt of wd host 40 and control buses of the host computer, said subsystem ! 

computer so that the host computer uses the subsystem module including: ' 
module. with~ut softw8;"e modification of the central support frame means for supporting, aligning and 
processmg. umt's operating system. . . providing electrical interconnection of: 

8. The disk file subsystem module set forth m claim 1 a rotating disk assembly including a radially position-
w~erein .sai~ substrate means .. comJ?rises a uni18;"Y 45 able head transducer for flying in close proximity 
pnnted carc~t boar~ for. mounting S81d head and ~ to a data storage surface of at least one rotating 
assembl~, w~ m.ultiple signal path connector and S81d data storage disk upon an air bearing created by 
electromcs. carcwtry. . rotation of said disk, and wherein the data storage 

9. The disk ftle subsystem module set forth m clam 1 surface lies in a plane which is substantially parallel 
wherein said rotating disk assembly includes two rotat- 50 when the subsystem module is installed at the said 
ing data storage disks mounted to a common spindle for one slot location to a plane defmed by the length 
rotation in planes substantially parallel to said plane and height dimension constraints of the said one 
defined by the length and height dimension constraints location and which plane passes through a longitu-
of, and passing through the longitudinal axis of the dinal axis of the said at least one multiple signal 
receptacle at said one slot location when said module is SS path receptacle, and 
installed thereat and four data transducer heads, there - -pnnted cilcuit board means for carrying electronics · 
being a said transducer head in close proximity to each circuitry including: 
data storage surface and head selection circuitry for said · at least one multiple signal path edge connector 
rotating disk assembly and connected to said heads and aligned and extending along an edge of said 
to said disk user data controller means for electing a 60 printed circuit board means for mating with said 
particular head and disk surface for storage and re- at least one multiple signal patll receptacle 
trieval of user data blocks on its associated data storage thereby providing direct plug-in attachment, 
surface. connection and use of said subsystem module 

10. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim with the host computer without cabling at said 
1 wherein the user data controller means includes 65 one slot location, and 
read/write channel electronics, a data separator, a data · said electronics circuitry including: 
sequencer, a data block buffer memory, a memory con- data transducer position control means for con-
troller and programmed digital microcomputer means trolling the radial position of the head trans-
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ducer in relation to user data block locations eludes track following servo means responsive to track 
on the data storage surface, centerline position information prerecorded on the disk 

disk user data controller means for controlling surface which is read by the head transducer for posi-
the formatting, storage and retrieval of user tioning and maintaining the head transducer in align-
data blocks to and from the storage surface via 5 ment with the centerline of each recorded data block 
the head transducer, and location on the data surface being followed during read 

interface means connected to said at least one and write operations, the track following servo means 
multiple signal path edge connector, said data further including. l?rogramm~ digital microcomputer 

· · 1 d 'd means for supervlSlllg operatlons thereof. 
n:ansducer pos1tlon contro means an . ~ 16. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 
disk user. data controller means for obtaining 10 15 wherein the data blocks are recorded within a multi-
control signals and data ~locks from the host plicity of concentric data tracks and said track center-
computer for storage of said. data blocks c;in the line position information is prerecorded in a single servo 
data surface, and for supplymg control Signals sector located between the end and beginning of each 
and retrieving data blocks from the data sur- concentric data track, and further comprising raw index 
face and sending said supplied control signals l.5 detector means operatively associated with a spindle of 
and retrieved data blocks to the host computer said disk for detecting the beginning of the servo sector, 
via electrical signal paths through the said and timing means for signalling the beginning of the 
connector and the said receptacle, . data track after the servo sector has passed by the data 

wherein said suppo~ f~e m~, ~ rotating disk i transducer head. . . 
assembly, and said pnnted ctrcwt board means 20' 17. The disk file subsystem module set forth m claim 
including said edge connector and said electronics : 13 wherein the rotating disk assembly is mounted to the 
circuitry of the subsystem module are positioned i frame in longitudinal alignment with the printed circuit 
entirely within the actual length and height dimen- ! board and extends to adjacent an end of the frame dis
sion constraints of the said one slot location en- 1 tant from an end at which the connector is located. 
tirely within said housing, location. and lie suffi-

25
1 18. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 

ciently within the width dimension constraint : 17 wherein the transverse thickness of the rotating disk 
thereof without vertical extension and overhang : assembly is not substantially greater than the nominal 
above adjacent slot locations so that slot locations i width dimension constraint of said one slot location of 
of the host computer situated directly adjacent to 1

1 said host computer. 
the said one slot location are capable of receiving ~ , 19. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 
and being occupied by additional structure provid- 30! 18 wherein the nominal width dimension constraint of 
ing said host computer with at least one additional the said one accessory card slot location of the host 
accessory function when the said subsystem mod- computer and wherein the maximum transverse thick-
ule is installed at the said one slot location of the ness of the rotating disk assembly are approximately one 
host computer. inch. 

14. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 35 20. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim 
13 wherein the user data controller means includes 13 wherein the electronics circuitry on the printed cir-
read/write channel electronics, a data separator, a data cuit board means includes a memory containing pre-
sequencer, a data block buffer memory, a memory con- I stored basic input/output routines for direct access and 
troller and programmed digital microcomputer means I execution by a central processor unit of said host com
for controlling operations of the user data controller ' puter so that the host computer uses the subsystem 
means. 40 module without software modifications of the central 

15. The disk file subsystem module set forth in claim processing unit's operating system. 
13 wherein the transducer position control means in- • • • • • 


